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Autonomous navigation is a critical component of any exploratory mission.

Implementing machine learning onboard spacecraft to improve optical nav-

igation capabilities enables new and exciting mission opportunities. High-

performance vision systems promise to improve autonomy relative to planetary

bodies by being able to respond immediately to in-situ events, reduce reliance

on NASA’s Deep Space Network for navigation, and eliminate the need to per-

form time-intensive Earth-based navigation tasks. Increased autonomy signif-

icantly boosts science discovery potential through higher mission efficiency at

lower costs. However, neural networks act as black-box systems, which ob-

fuscates interpretability during training or inference. Spacecraft navigation de-

mands meeting strict and high accuracy requirements in unknown, unexplored,

or potentially hazardous conditions. Limited autonomous navigation abilities

in such environments limits exploration, especially if mission success is depen-

dent on descent and landing.

This research focuses on learning spatial awareness and exploring the

strengths of different neural network architectures to improve upon the state

of the art in optical navigation. This dissertation provides several contributions

that improve autonomous optical navigation through the use of intelligent es-

timators: (1) onboard view synthesis to generate extra a priori data for naviga-

tion systems that do not yet have comprehensive knowledge of their surround-

ings, (2) onboard shape modeling without the need for human intervention, (3)



high-accuracy navigation using multiscale and uncertainty-quantified super-

resolution of remote sensing observations, and (4) state estimation through a

fusion of machine learning and optimal filtering. These contributions take ad-

vantage of the intriguing and impressive aspects of machine learning while low-

ering risk through the use of trusted estimation algorithms. Thus, navigation

becomes more robust and reliable.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

All spacecraft require communication links with Earth to navigate the solar

system. However, as the distance traveled from Earth increases, the delay in

communications between ground stations and the spacecraft increases as well.

This delay makes communication costly with regard to power, mission-elapsed

time, and task performance capabilities. The National Aeronautics and Space

Administration (NASA) Deep Space Network (DSN) typically handles these

communications to support interplanetary exploration through data transmis-

sion and orbit determination by means of radiometric techniques. As the cost

required to launch into orbit continues to decrease, significantly more activity

both in orbit and beyond is expected. In the near future, space exploration will

involve visiting multiple bodies that house different environments with mul-

tiple spacecraft, likely without today’s carefully scripted mission sequences of

events. This paradigm shift requires new tools that are more general and less

mission specific. The ever-increasing number of deep-space missions may make

customization for a specific mission cost-prohibitive. For missions that navi-

gate in proximity to resident space objects (RSO), from small bodies to moons

and planets, spacecraft may need to make decisions in time spans on the or-

der of seconds to minutes with limited information. These resource issues mo-

tivate the development of navigation technology that relies less on resources

on Earth. As round-trip communication delays prohibit the ability to stay in

constant contact during critical stages of such operations, fully autonomous

guidance, navigation, and control (GNC) capabilities must ensure spacecraft

understand and react to their surroundings in a timely manner. Reliance on

the overly-subscribed DSN limits exploration and needs to be reduced through
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accomplishing as much autonomous navigation as possible onboard the space-

craft.

Spacecraft obtain a great deal of information about their surroundings us-

ing various optical navigation (OpNav) sensors. Advances in computational

technology have all but eliminated the obstacle of limited processing power on

interplanetary missions. The Cassini-Huygens mission’s OpNav system pro-

cessed images with a resolution comparable to that from a phone’s camera. For

navigation to become fully autonomous, OpNav systems must be able to adapt

to and learn from the scenarios they encounter. At the moment, the vast amount

of OpNav operations are conducted manually and are not conducive to onboard

autonomous functionality.

Autonomous functions have been tested on past missions by NASA since the

late 1990s, beginning with AutoNav on Deep Impact. The mission used land-

marks on the body to guide the spacecraft on a collision course with the surface

of Comet Tempel 1. Since then, several exploration missions built autonomous

vision-based navigation systems to touch down on small bodies or land rovers

on Mars. Missions that perform proximity operations on non-cooperative RSOs

possess strict navigation requirements. Such environments are poorly specified

at launch and often involve pinpoint descent and landing in hazardous con-

ditions. Increased spacecraft autonomy is an essential cross-cutting field for

expanding mission planning and human support capabilities. Autonomously

navigating spacecraft can drastically speed up scientific investigation by en-

abling direct exploration of far more solar system bodies than have been vis-

ited. Fully autonomous algorithms provide situational awareness by allowing

spacecraft to make decisions in reaction to local activity. These systems need

2



to be able to think for themselves and learn from the situations and environ-

ments they encounter. Spacecraft can respond to in-situ events accordingly and

in real-time if they can effectively exploit observed data.

In space, fully autonomous navigation systems need to be robust and reli-

able. The hardware to enable such abilities exists, but current state-of-the-art

navigation methods for onboard scene understanding and data analysis for de-

cision making are not yet near this level. Spacecraft follow resource and cost-

constrained design procedures. To meet strict performance requirements neces-

sary for increasing science return, it becomes necessary to improve technology

capabilities through the development of novel algorithms that operate with ex-

isting sensor systems.

Machine learning is the standard for solving complex vision tasks. Neu-

ral networks have shown high accuracy and vast potential in identifying pat-

terns in complex data. Still, their mechanism essentially boils down to black

box learning and inference. This lack of interpretability raises safety, reliability,

and robustness concerns among members of the space community. Integrat-

ing networks with mission critical systems and operations increases the level of

concern in the presence of an anomalous edge case. Space systems are designed

to be as low-risk as possible. They are exhaustively tested and can include up to

several layers of redundancies and fault tolerances. However, to reach the levels

of full autonomy, they must take advantage of the benefits intelligent algorithms

provide. Neural networks provide high-speed inference that scales easily and

are efficiently run on field-programmable gate arrays (FGPA), FPGA-CPU co-

processors, and graphics processing units (GPU). As intelligent systems become

integrated in physical systems, machine learning will likely not be employed as
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a stand-alone end-to-end solution as it introduces significant risk. Rather, it

should be integrated with trusted techniques to exploit their high-performance

capabilities in a robust manner. Furthermore, although any implementation of

machine learning can be performed in isolation, a more robust system integrates

it in conjunction with other sensor systems and navigation algorithms to extract

the best performance, increase reliability, and mitigate risk. These factors con-

tribute to greater autonomy and capabilities for science return during missions.

This dissertation introduces several key research contributions to enhanc-

ing autonomous OpNav capabilities. These contributions center around the

theme of encoding observable geometry and appearances to generate informa-

tion about objects in view of spacecraft operating with limited prior knowledge.

They address the shortcomings of autonomous navigation by providing a reli-

able and robust space-domain awareness foundation for navigating in uncertain

and GPS-denied environments. Advancing the current capabilities of OpNav

enables more spaceborne autonomy. This work introduces algorithms that offer

new ways of navigating in a wide range of environments that spacecraft may

encounter. They can be reused on different missions, especially those that in-

volve navigating in proximity to RSOs or hazardous terrain.

The first contribution introduces onboard view synthesis to generate extra a

priori data that is available to navigation tasks. The second provides a way to

perform autonomous onboard a priori shape modeling. These contributions re-

sult from a two-part network architecture, described in Chapter 3, that exploits

a view-synthesis neural network to understand a context scene and a graph con-

volutional network to generate a shape body model of an object within the field

of view of a spacecraft’s OpNav sensors. Once the first network perceives the

4



spacecraft’s observable surroundings, it generates images from new observa-

tions, increasing the amount of data available for shape modeling. The second

part uses a multi-view set of images to construct a 3D graph-based representa-

tion of the object. The pipeline produces shape models at accuracies that com-

pete with state-of-the-art methods currently used for missions to small bodies.

The network pipeline can be trained for multi-environment missions. Moreover,

the onboard implementation may be more cost-effective than the current state

of the art.

The third contribution introduces high-accuracy navigation using multiscale

and uncertainty-quantified super-resolution (SR) to enhance remote sensing ob-

servations. SR involves attempting to enhance the resolution of an imaging sys-

tem. Many onboard vision tasks for spacecraft navigation require high-quality

remote sensing images with clearly decipherable features. However, design

constraints and the operational and environmental conditions limit their quality.

Enhancing images through post-processing is a cost-efficient solution. Current

deep-learning methods that enhance low-resolution images through SR do not

quantify network uncertainty of predictions and are trained at a single scale,

which hinders practical integration in image-acquisition pipelines. Chapter 4

proposes performing multi-scale SR using a deep normalizing flow network for

uncertainty-quantified and Monte Carlo-based estimates so that image quality

enhancement for spacecraft vision tasks may be more robust and predictable.

The proposed network architecture outperforms state-of-the-art SR models on

in-orbit lunar imagery. Simulations demonstrate its viability using task-based

evaluations for landmark identification.

The fourth and final contribution presents state estimation through a fusion
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of machine learning and optimal filtering. This contribution integrates high-

accuracy neural networks with more trusted classical estimation tools to ensure

robustness and reliability as part of autonomous navigation systems. Many

instruments and estimation algorithms like star trackers, terrain-relative nav-

igation (TRN) methods, and image-based vision systems directly estimate a

global attitude relative to some inertial reference frame that can be represented

as a quaternion. Chapter 5 describes a multiplicative unscented Kalman filter

(MUKF) for attitude estimation that incorporates the use of quaternion mea-

surements while reducing the reliance on gyroscope measurements in the pro-

cess model. This MUKF enables the system to depend on sensors other than

those that produce rate-integrating angular velocity measurements to create

more robust attitude estimates while mitigating risk. Chapter 6 offers a neural

network-reliant filtering approach to TRN that improves autonomous capabil-

ities, increases the potential for science return, and reduces design and opera-

tional costs and timelines. Through exploiting neural radiance fields (NeRF) to

understand and disseminate camera-pose measurements of a scene, unscented

Kalman filters (UKF) robustly track spacecraft state kinematics. Chapter 7 pro-

poses a novel method for autonomous, real-time state determination relative

to RSOs in the presence of multiplicative noise that arises from the use of

registration-based methods. This approach allows navigation relative to the sur-

face terrain without the need to simultaneously build or have built a prior map

or landmark catalog of the body’s surface. By themselves, these closely-related

and specific implementations are sub-contributions advancing the state of the

art in spacecraft state estimation and TRN.

Traveling throughout the solar system with enhanced science return capabil-

ities is an essential goal of near-future space technology. Past and current mis-
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sions to small bodies require the creation of tens of thousands of landmark cat-

alogs through human-intensive iteration and non-linear estimation processes.

The time that is necessary to perform the manual modeling work also figures

very prominently in the mission timelines. They range from weeks to months

depending on the size of the RSO and the complexity of the planned opera-

tions. This research has a high infusion potential that can have a transformative

effect on proximity operations and in-situ capabilities. Additionally, with au-

tonomous capabilities, missions that land or perform touch-and-go (TAG) ma-

neuvers on bodies would no longer need to spend significant effort identifying

non-hazardous landing spots.

The contributions made in this dissertation enable new types of deep space

missions and multi-mission autonomous navigation tools at low cost by cir-

cumventing the landmark map creation process, thus eliminating the time and

effort involved in creating landmark control networks during a mission. The

abilities spacecraft gain from broadly-applicable autonomous navigation algo-

rithms will lead to a dramatic increase in science return, mitigate mission costs,

and lead to significant mass and power savings as they will not need large com-

munications systems to frequently transmit large image files for navigation pur-

poses.

This research offers a new perspective to TRN and forms the basis for work

outside the scope of this dissertation that others can implement and build upon.

The generalizability of the proposed methods presuppose that the environment

the spacecraft operates in is largely unknown: the spacecraft could be operating

in any range of conditions; well or dimly lit, dusty during an entry, descent,

and landing (EDL) sequence, or clear conditions. This flexibility contributes
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to greater autonomy and capabilities for science discovery and return through

enhanced robustness, reliability, and the ability to respond in real-time to a wide

array of possible conditions.

Although this research improves the interplanetary capabilities of space-

craft, it benefits terrestrial applications as well. Robots have to make deci-

sions in mere seconds when navigating congested, competitive, or contested

environments on Earth. For search and rescue tasks, robots may not be able

to fully analyze their surrounding scene. Yet, identifying and tracking objects

and navigating efficiently in uncertain environments may be critical to mission

success. The use of scene representation for autonomous terrestrial systems is

commonly found in a research setting. However, they don’t adhere to as strict

performance requirements as spaceflight does. This work provides insight into

developing autonomous navigation systems under much stricter accuracy re-

quirements than previously designed to.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

2.1 Proximity Target-Relative Navigation on Exploratory Mis-

sions

When visiting small bodies, communication delays often prohibit detailed real-

time operations. Each mission has strict performance requirements based on

planned operations and how complex the environment is. Therefore, critical

phases of a mission must be performed autonomously, as they may encounter

hazardous and complex environments. Improved autonomy in close proximity

to the surface of a body enhances mission capabilities and science return poten-

tial. Navigating relative to the surface requires deriving highly accurate state

estimates using only the observable domain and prior information about the

operational environment collected during earlier phases. Spacecraft typically

are equipped with lidar and dedicated navigation cameras to collect ranging

and optical information to create an estimate of their position and attitude rela-

tive to the surface in the body’s inertial coordinate system. The operating ranges

of most TRN methods are typically within 1 kilometer of the body [127, 154].

Exploratory missions primarily implement fully autonomous capabilities

during the descent and landing (D&L) portion to address large light-time

communication delays. However, the autonomous navigation capabilities are

largely limited to surface-range measurements for radial and in-track orbit de-

termination. Additionally, these methods have only been executed within tens

of meters from a target [191]. Further away from a target, the AutoNav program
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proved successful on past missions, but it is not a fully autonomous onboard

navigation solution as it requires stereophotoclinometry (SPC) priors. To im-

prove upon using SPC for fully autonomous navigation, [16] proposes a method

to perform SPC autonomously. Both AutoNav and the aforementioned online

SPC method are designed to operate at distances farther than the capabilities

of onboard range sensors. These existing approaches are limited in that they do

not use range measurements relative to the target. Adding range measurements

when they become possible can greatly improve the accuracy of these methods.

Popular methods for state estimation near RSOs involve identifying, gath-

ering, and tracking surface features to build landmark maps. These methods

employ a terrain-relative approach, where the spacecraft navigates relative to

known locations of the RSO and uses an optimization technique, such as least-

squares estimation, to determine state variables. Successful methods include

those on recent sample-return missions such as Hayabusa [79] and OSIRIS-REx

[23]. Both missions used landmark tracking to create state estimates that were

tracked using Kalman filters to provide robust estimates in the presence of mea-

surement noise and error. Many other works use landmark identification and

matching for surface-feature relative navigation that relies on a priori knowledge

[27, 47, 77, 87, 111, 176].

Autonomous TRN during the descent phase of TAG operations of the

Hayabusa mission employed the use of artificial target markers [127]. During

descent, the primary mode of navigation was to release the target markers from

the spacecraft 30 meters above the surface. Onboard image processing identi-

fied the target markers and used them to accurately navigate the TAG maneu-

ver. During autonomous operations, the mission collected information from a
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laser altimeter, laser range finders, and navigation cameras. Image-based nav-

igation with landmark tracking was implemented in the event that navigating

using the target markers failed.

During missions to small bodies, months are budgeted to survey the aster-

oid’s terrain. During the OSIRIS-REx mission, for example, image-collection

takes four months to create detailed topographic surface maps and models of

the asteroid. Low-altitude reconnaissance of candidate sample sites takes an ad-

ditional 2.5 months. During all relative-navigation phases, excluding D&L, im-

ages taken by onboard narrow-angle and wide-angle cameras are sent to Earth

through the DSN to be analyzed by specialists who generate maps and estimate

parameters of the body. Orbit determination depends on creating these land-

mark maps of the surface terrain and associated landmarks using SPC. For orbit

determination relative to the surface, natural feature tracking (NFT) compares

landmarks in observed images to an SPC-derived landmark database [155]. It

estimates position and velocity in Bennu’s J2000 coordinate system. This cata-

log was created using SPC and lidar-ranging methods in earlier phases of the

mission. The mission originally required 25-meter position and 4.4◦ attitude

post-filter estimation accuracy during TAG operations.

The OSIRIS-REx mission also uses a lidar camera capable of 50 meters to 50

kilometers radial range to measure the altitude relative to and above the surface

of the RSO. Navigation at lower altitudes uses a laser range finder. Attitude

determination is obtained in the International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF)

from star trackers, sun sensors, and inertial reference units [161]. Relative atti-

tude that relates the spacecraft body frame to Bennu’s J2000 frame combines the

ICRF inertial attitude estimate with ephemeris data, observed body dynamics,
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and relative position information. Such missions require spacecraft to operate

in unknown microgravity environments with large communication delays and

strict landing requirements.

In addition to landmark tracking, simultaneous localization and mapping

(SLAM) is a widely used method for autonomous TRN. By leveraging the

use of optical sensors for visual measurements, SLAM actively estimates the

state of an autonomous vehicle relative to a simultaneously-built map esti-

mate of the observable domain. Therefore, it produces localization estimates

without a priori knowledge that landmark tracking methods rely on. Popular

terrestrial SLAM approaches [42, 230] are used as a foundation for SLAM in

small-body environments. Work that builds upon popular active and graph-

based SLAM methods introduce the use of one or a combination of sensors

involving lidar, inertial-measurement units (IMU), star trackers, and cameras

[8, 36, 37, 50, 51, 66, 106, 163, 166, 168, 169, 170, 211]. Popular SLAM meth-

ods can prove challenging in poorly-lit environments like those of many small

bodies, however. Therefore, statistical methods for landmark tracking improve

upon popular feature matching techniques, like SIFT [156], SURF [18], and ORB

[196], to deal with the limited visual variety that can appear in an image due to

poor lighting conditions [86, 256].

2.2 Novel View Synthesis, Scene Representation, and Neural

Radiance Fields

3D-Aware view synthesis networks learn to generate novel views of an object

after exploring the camera’s operational environment. View synthesis is a well-
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established but quickly evolving field of research that comprises several dif-

ferent ways to render previously-unobserved views. Recent work focuses on

implicitly learning representations of an observed scene. It is a fast-paced and

well-researched topic that carries tremendous impact to a wide range of appli-

cations.

Several approaches involve the use of neural networks as scalar function

approximators to define occupancy and signed distance functions [44, 164,

179, 198]. Others build upon this implicit function concept to demonstrate

the ability to learn a scene representation of voxels, meshes, point clouds, etc

[38, 45, 59, 60, 83, 99, 172, 174, 206, 264]. Some learn to create such representa-

tions through an unsupervised approach to processing data. Rather than spend-

ing significant time meticulously labeling data, such networks train end-to-end

to learn a latent-variable representation of image features. While the core of

neural implicit surface networks are built upon the same concept of implicitly

learning a 3D world, their architectures and modes of learning differ. The largest

constant across all methods is that the problem is posed as a density estimation

or image reconstruction problem. Each method takes a context scene into con-

sideration and attempts to generate an image associated with a state not previ-

ously seen. Each network is optimized by stochastic gradient descent (SGD) to

make the generated image appear as realistic as possible with respect to the rest

of the scene.

Scene representation extends novel-view synthesis to real-world scene un-

derstanding of a system’s environment. This concept typically involves us-

ing networks to embed information from images, gathered through exploring a

nonlinear 3D environment, into a low-dimensional and highly abstract 2D rep-
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resentation. Scene representation networks learn an implicit 2D representation

of the explored scene that is in turn used to infer novel observations from views

not previously seen [2, 172, 206]. The networks optimize these representations

by embedding relevant feature information about the system’s surroundings,

such as color, shapes, sizes, and lighting conditions, into latent-variable distri-

butions. The models are each trained in an end-to-end manner, allowing them

to understand relevant information through exploration. As scene representa-

tion networks create learned implicit representations, rather than explicit 3D

geometries, they do not explicitly discretize space [201]. While these models

differ in architecture, they demonstrate the ability for neural networks to learn,

internalize, and expand upon highly nonlinear scenes. Since the model parame-

ters are learned according to the distribution of the training data, the network is

highly adaptable to different environments and is applicable for use in general

multi-environment and multi-mission navigation frameworks.

Neural volume rendering involves rendering images from volumetric rep-

resentations. Another approach to producing a novel observation of a scene

is through generating images using traditional rendering methods, like ray-

tracing and structure-from-motion (SfM), on a learned scene representation.

Such representations take the form of geometric scaffolds [192, 193], neural vol-

umes [153], and NeRFs [165]. Neural volumes use an encoder-decoder archi-

tecture that transforms input observations into a 3D volumetric representation,

essentially reconstructing the scene [153]. The network then uses ray-marching

operations to render an image from any view. While this architecture greatly im-

proves upon the performances of past volume representation work, construct-

ing a 3D volume of weights and using ray marching are slow and computation-

ally expensive during both training and rendering.
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NeRFs drive the state-of-the-art in view synthesis as they generate the most

accurate reconstructions of a scene. They are a variant on learning implicit rep-

resentations that achieve high-accuracy results for synthesizing novel views of

complex scenes [165]. Instead of learning an implicit 2D representation in the

latent space, NeRFs optimize a continuous volumetric representation defined

in 3D space. They query camera rays along pose coordinates and render im-

ages using traditional volume rendering methods. The model’s architecture is

quite simple; it is a fully-connected multi-layered perceptron (MLP) network

that produces a color and density for a ray that corresponds to a 5-parameter

variable (3 positional coordinates and 2 viewing directions). It combines RGB-

alpha volume rendering for view synthesis with the use of neural networks as

continuous shape representations to create a function approximator that maps

a point in world coordinates to a function of the point in space. Therefore, the

NeRF model stores a volumetric scene representation as the weights of fully-

connected layers. The training process optimizes the model’s weights to essen-

tially memorize a scene by comparing reconstructions of images with known

poses to their corresponding ground truth images according to a mean-squared-

error loss function. New views are rendered by integrating the density and color

at regular intervals along each viewing ray.

The original NeRF architecture includes several drawbacks, including slow

training and rendering times, demonstrated success only on static scenes, and

not being able to generalize to other scenes or objects [57]. Several works have

since improved upon these drawbacks. Such advancements include those that

focus on improving training and rendering speeds [58, 146, 149, 189, 221, 274],

rendering in dynamic scenes [140, 180, 186, 233, 258, 271], encoding shape priors

[40, 202, 234, 268], scaling to scenes with multiple objects [89, 173, 175], and deal-
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ing with variable lighting conditions for relighting applications [28, 30, 162, 210].

For example, applying generative modeling through the use of generative ad-

versarial networks (GAN) improves generalization to other scenes [201]. While

NeRFs represent the state-of-the-art in rendering resolution, accuracy, and con-

sistency, they are also computationally intensive as they can require hundreds

of millions of queries per rendered image. This complexity results in slower

training and rendering than end-to-end networks. Several architectures that

build on NeRFs attempt to make the rendering process less computationally

intensive [146, 149, 189, 274].
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CHAPTER 3

ONLINE SHAPE MODELING OF RESIDENT SPACE OBJECTS

THROUGH IMPLICIT SCENE UNDERSTANDING

3.1 Introduction

Understanding a spacecraft’s surroundings is a crucial element of autonomous

operations, whether for the purpose of identifying space debris, operating in

close proximity to small bodies, traversing unknown surface environments, per-

forming asteroid redirection for planetary protection, or other use cases. Gen-

eral autonomous navigation frameworks that work in multiple environments

promise to accelerate scientific investigation by enabling exploration of far more

solar system bodies with a single spacecraft architecture. Spacecraft that can

make decisions on their own do not need high communication bandwidth to

frequently transmit large image files to the ground for mission planning. Thus,

their architectures represent significant mass and power savings. Furthermore,

autonomously surveying and mapping a body’s physical characteristics rep-

resents greater scientific return at lower cost. This capability can also enable

planetary-defense missions.

A key capability for such missions is the onboard mapping of RSOs to de-

termine characteristics such as their shape, size, mass properties, and predicted

orbital dynamics. This characterization is particularly valuable following the

first series of images captured on approach to an RSO. At this early stage, the

RSO appears as only a few pixels. Identifying distant objects and inferring their

shapes is a particularly hard task for autonomous algorithms as they don’t un-

derstand context well, making it difficult to determine the characteristics in-
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trinsic to environmental objects at this point in the mission. The unknown, 6

degree-of-freedom (DOF) environments that spacecraft encounter at high ve-

locities during solar system exploration pose further challenges.

Two techniques are popular for missions that survey RSOs. They are cen-

tered on a nonlinear process that collects several views of image residuals, i.e.

the differences between predicted and observed locations in the images. Stere-

ography has been used for decades in tasks that include topological mapping

and terrain reconstruction [147]. It uses simultaneous stereo image-pairs to ob-

tain altitude measurements. A competing and more accurate method is SPC,

a process which represents thousands of observation images of a body surface

as a surface map of different levels of elevation, referencing shadows and light

direction [80]. Several missions, such as Deep Impact, Stardust-NExT, Dawn,

Rosetta, and OSIRIS-REx, implement SPC [70, 132]. It is the standard for mis-

sions that map a small body. However, the complexity significantly impacts

mission cost and schedule. Additionally, each process adapts specifically for

the mission at hand. Both methods require ground-loop intervention and can-

not be performed onboard the spacecraft itself.

During the early phases of a mission, a spacecraft has limited opportuni-

ties to gather observations while connected to the DSN. The spacecraft obtains

precise and accurate position and attitude estimates relative to its environment

and makes very accurate observations of the scene, such as images taken us-

ing a high-resolution onboard camera. Traditionally, once images of the body

are taken, they and their associated metadata are sent to Earth to be analyzed.

Engineers stitch together thousands of images into a shape model using SPC.

Once the shape models are created, commands are sent to the spacecraft. Dur-
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ing such a mission, all decisions, such as selecting a non-hazardous TAG land-

ing area are made by engineers and scientists. In future missions, fast inference

of shape models can lead to less mission time allocated to initial site surveys

and mapping tasks. Using neural networks to make inferences based on these

observations can reduce dependence on the DSN by enabling the shape to be ef-

ficiently inferred onboard the spacecraft. Thus, the observations do not need to

be transmitted to engineers on the ground to make shape models and enables

the possibility of onboard decision-making without the need for ground-loop

intervention.

Machine learning is the state-of-the-art solution to extracting useful infor-

mation from high-dimensional and nonlinear view synthesis problems. It has

demonstrated the potential for robust application in complex tasks such as au-

tonomous spacecraft operations. Additionally, the ability for deep learning

methods to embed important information and learn from adapting scenes has

been applied to mapping asteroids. However, such network architectures are

designed specifically for small-body missions. View synthesis networks dis-

seminate prior knowledge to make inferences beyond the immediately observ-

able realm. They predict, or ”imagine,” previously unobserved perspectives of

a scene. Large datasets train the models in an unsupervised manner. There-

fore, the embedded-representation algorithm learns to discern the spacecraft’s

environment as it moves around and tries to make sense of its surroundings.

This work proposes a two-part neural network pipeline to generate a pri-

ori shape models of RSOs from images obtained during proximity operations.

Once the network understands its surrounding environment, it ”imagines” new

observations it has not seen yet. The network uses the many novel rendered ob-
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servations to generate more data than exploration of the scene can provide to

create a 3D graph-based shape model of the body of interest.

3.2 Background and Related Works

3.2.1 Small-Body Mapping during Exploratory Missions

Mapping missions typically comprise several phases. For example, the survey-

ing and information-gathering part of the OSIRIS-REx mission has several op-

erational phases, starting during the approach phase to generate a rough shape

model of asteroid Bennu [17]. Creating a priori reconstructions of a target is

necessary for direct use in subsequent mission tasks. Initial shape models are

created to represent the object’s physical characteristics, for tasks such as esti-

mating the object’s geometric center, angular velocity, gravitational properties,

etc. On arrival, the mission dedicates multiple phases to refining the shape

model, starting with the preliminary survey phase, about 7 to 10 kilometers

from the body [17]. The spacecraft transmits the captured images to the ground

so that features in each image can be manually identified and tracked to refine

the ground’s existing geometric body map. By the end of the preliminary sur-

vey (PS), the shape model of Bennu is required to exhibit less than a root mean

square (RMS) error of 75 cm [132].

Following these two phases, more detailed surveys globally refine the body

map, further refine local features on the initial shape model, obtain other phys-

ical and chemical characteristics, and study candidate landing sites for TAG

operations [17]. Mapping small bodies is also applicable not just when directly
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involved in reconstructing the shape of an RSO, but also for pose estimation

relative to them. OpNav systems on past missions to small bodies have relied

on building digital terrain maps (DTM) and global shape models to identify

landmarks. These landmarks are used during proximity operations to reduce

pointing errors when stars are no longer observable [105]. Being able to track

surface landmarks improves state estimation accuracy to enable the spacecraft

to meet requirements for performing TAG maneuvers and for high-resolution

science observations.

During each subsequent phase the spacecraft surveys the body and refines

the shape model. Based on the many maps and shape models created using

the collected information, the spacecraft’s trajectory corrects to achieve mission

objectives. In short, every phase up until TAG rehearsal is used for some sort

of survey, reconnaissance, or navigation task. However, the methods used to

create a body’s shape model are computationally intensive and require oper-

ator intervention [80]. Therefore, such analysis cannot be conducted onboard

the spacecraft. Through training neural networks before the mission starts, this

work proposes a way to conduct the shape modeling process onboard the space-

craft. Online processing of in-situ data drastically reduces the amount of time

it takes to create a priori shape models and frees up significant amounts of the

mission for other high-priority operations.

3.2.2 Autonomous Resident Space Object Mapping

Autonomously estimating unknown RSO shapes is essential to furthering fully

autonomous proximity tasks. Being able to understand and infer the surround-
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ing scene autonomously increases mission safety during proximity, landing,

and TAG operations. During such operations, autonomous capabilities are re-

quired as the round-trip communications time delay prevents the ground from

intervening. Increased autonomy reduces or eliminates the need for commu-

nicating with ground stations. Faster inference of the target’s shape improves

onboard planning and control decisions by enabling spacecraft to react to their

environment faster than is currently possible. Additionally, the small-body en-

vironment is a challenging dynamic setting that operates as a stepping stone to

more challenging autonomous missions [239].

Many autonomous mapping processes estimate RSO shapes to understand

their physical properties and behaviors and to use them for target-relative navi-

gation. In doing so, several recent studies focus on the natural progression to au-

tomate ground-based cost and time-intensive human-iterative processes based

on SPC, DTMs, and stereography. Such algorithms propose using Structure-

from-Motion (SfM) and Shape-from-Silhouette (SfS) to automate estimating

target-body shapes and dynamics [35, 107, 239, 245]. These automated recon-

struction methods include a priori information to improve estimation accuracy.

Several studies employ lidar cameras for surface mapping and range estima-

tion. However, the present review of related work is limited to image-based

shape modeling as it is most relevant to this work’s proposed method.

Another popular method of autonomously reconstructing or characterizing

objects from optical observations relies upon light curve analysis, in which mea-

surements of the target object’s brightness are taken over some time interval.

Light curve analysis provides a priori knowledge that is used with reconstruc-

tion algorithms like SfS [239] or adaptive estimation filters [145]. More recent
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work focused on training convolutional and recurrent neural networks on light-

curve data to classify in-orbit space objects [76].

Apart from strictly mapping RSOs to understand their physical characteris-

tics, mapping bodies is useful in navigation tasks. Landmark-based navigation

using SPC-created DTMs is the current standard for proximity operations on

missions to small bodies [80]. A few autonomous navigation frameworks that

rely on target mapping are based on identifying landmarks for target-relative

camera pose. Automating the landmark identification process for onboard ex-

ecution proposes to create shape models through SfS [239]. Combining 3D fea-

ture tracking with an a priori dynamics model and a global shape model of the

target allows accurate relative-orbit determination by a navigation filter.

Many algorithms frame target-relative navigation as simultaneous localiza-

tion and mapping (SLAM) tasks [107]. SLAM is widely popular in vehicle lo-

calization and can be applied to proximity TRN. It is a well-established method

in many fields. For this specific navigation problem, SLAM constructs a map

of an observed scene while also determining relative camera pose. For exam-

ple, combining 3D geometric observations and IMUs allows Visual SLAM to

demonstrate impressive results on imagery taken from past missions [66]. Other

SLAM methods rely purely on monocular images to develop graph-based shape

models through feature tracking [13], SfM [200], and RANSAC [115] while re-

solving relative states through filtering [35, 66].

Recently, learning-based reconstruction methods have outgrown traditional

multi-view ones for general computer vision tasks, including object shape es-

timation, in which distant margins separate observations. Several network

architectures focus on embedding multi-perspective images into implicit rep-
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resentations to generate shape models of the target [46, 260]. They demon-

strate impressive results for reconstructing shapes in non-space relevant envi-

ronments [41, 82, 215]. However, such networks have not been validated in a

space-relevant environment under nonsingular attitude requirements. Fewer

networks have been designed for RSO geodesy, specifically. Those that attempt

to derive body characteristics from a set of images learn neural density fields

that implicitly represent target-body densities, in a manner analogous to NeRFs,

to estimate their gravitational fields [103]. Although the network does not ex-

plicitly learn target-body shapes, it demonstrates promising results of learning

to understand RSO-relevant scenes with sparse observations. Other studies

use deep reinforcement learning to frame relative navigation and Active SLAM

tasks as partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDP) to learn plan-

ning policies for efficient mapping and refine body models from initial rough

geometries [39, 183]. In contrast, the methods proposed in this work leverage

the ability of deep learning to find patterns in highly nonlinear data and sparse

inputs to address the need for an adaptable and general framework to map

RSOs.

3.3 Problem Formulation

The accuracy of a 3D model reconstruction naturally depends on the number

and quality of images a spacecraft collects. These observations generally include

a near-full or full view about the RSO, at minimum. As the spacecraft orbits the

body, the images it takes are denoted as context images, Ic
i , of the surrounding

environment from context poses, Pc
i . This set of context observations is assumed

to be sparse. These context poses, from which their respective context images
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are taken, are defined by 3D positions and poses. A three-axis position rela-

tive to a reference point (a coordinate-system origin) and a quaternion in the

target’s reference frame represent each pose. The tuple that groups images to

the spacecraft pose at the time they were taken defines a context image-pose

pair, (Ic
i , P

c
i ). The proposed network uses the context image-pose pairs to cre-

ate a low-dimensional representation, E, of the spacecraft’s surroundings. This

embedded-scene representation can generate many more images from previ-

ously unseen observations. When successful, a multi-view reconstruction from

many context and generated images produces enough information to converge

on a body reconstruction for further use in spacecraft navigation tasks.

3.4 Network Pipeline

Due to the novel nature of this problem, there is not enough real mission data

to train a neural network in a full end-to-end fashion. Additionally, there is no

assumption of previous knowledge about how the body is shaped. Therefore,

the network architecture pipeline to generate object reconstructions from a con-

text scene uses two individually trained neural networks that are evaluated in

sequence.

3.4.1 Synthetic Data Creation

Each network in the pipeline is individually trained and validated on data sim-

ulated to model the underlying distribution of close-proximity flight operations.

Two datasets describe flight operations to train and evaluate the pipeline: one
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that mimics an approach to a target and one where the spacecraft imitates a pre-

liminary survey of a target. In the examples considered here, each dataset con-

sists of 500 randomly parameterized specified orbits around an RSO. To sim-

ulate a trajectory that mimics a preliminary survey, the spacecraft conducts a

single circular orbit about a body. Each orbit has 40 associated image-pose pairs

per orbit. The spacecraft’s reference frame,B, operates in an explorable domain,

N, that is fixed in the asteroid body. For the dataset that simulates an approach

to the target, the spacecraft executes a Keplerian elliptical orbit where the target

body lies at a focal point of each orbit. The trajectory is filtered such that all

observations are taken with an upper bound of 100 kilometers from the body,

where the approach phase to small bodies usually starts. Under these condi-

tions, each trajectory is associated with 100 image-pose pairs. The RSO in each

trajectory of both datasets is randomly selected as either Bennu [1], Itokawa

[78], Toutatis [100], or Mithra [31]. Due to the public availability of only a low-

resolution radar-derived shape model of Mithra, evaluations using the shape

modeling network and the full network pipeline use only the first three bodies.

However, the view synthesis network trains on all four bodies. These shape

models are also used as ground truths when training the shape modeling net-

work. When doing so, the shape models are represented as graphs, whereby

nodes are connected with edges. Many shape modeling approaches initially

represented the bodies as voxel-grids. However, when given a limited num-

ber of input images, voxel-grid representations are not the most accurate or

computationally-efficient format for portraying shape-model reconstructions.

As mapping a closed surface of the body is of primary interest, using graph rep-

resentations prove to be more accurate and flexible while being computationally

less intensive [107, 183, 245]. By using a graph representation, the model recon-
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struction process captures a more accurate and continuous body topography

than voxel-grid counterparts.

During the training process, out of the set of all image-pose pairs observed

during a single orbit of the body, m are selected at random. This set of image-

pose pairs constitutes a scene. One query image-pose pair is also sampled at

random from this set of observations. Figure 3.1 shows an example of this data

partition. One of these images is used as a query image-pose pair and the rest

compose the context scene. Each image is 64 pixels in both height and width.

The synthetically-rendered images are used for both training and validation.

Lighting conditions are simulated by adding a randomly-placed light source

to the operational domain. This data allows the network to be trained with

images generated from various poses and under different lighting conditions.

The network trains on 40,000 randomly chosen scenes. To ensure the proposed

method evaluates on a dataset that mimics early mission-phase operations, the

distance between the spacecraft and the target body is large enough such that

onboard sensors (for example, lidar and radar) are out of range. Therefore, the

spacecraft is equipped with a single monocular camera that points along the

b3 axis. Using a single monocular camera produces images that in general do

not produce information useful for inferring full-scale knowledge. Monocular

depth estimation is an ill-posed problem which has been extensively studied. To

infer scale, several methods rely on using motion estimation or SfM on multiple

monocular images with pose information [231]. Other methods rely on using

depth cues such as defocusing, texture, shading, and linear perspective to infer

the distance between objects in a scene. More recent approaches train neural

networks to infer scale. However, for simplicity, the examples here assess the

performance for distances at the kilometer scale.
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Figure 3.1: Sample preliminary survey scene used for training the network
pipeline.

3.4.2 Shape Modeling

The beginning of the network pipeline is a view synthesis network capable of

learning to generate images from novel observations given an already explored

context scene. Scene representation involves training a network to visualize an

environment using initial observations as context. The view synthesis network

is defined by a generative query network (GQN) [172] and adapted to replace its

two Euler-angle attitude representation with a more robust nonsingular quater-

nion representation relative to a reference coordinate system associated with the

scene. The GQN is a conditional variational autoencoder (VAE) composed of a

representation, a generation, and an inference network that work together to
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reconstruct visualizations of a previously unseen pose using observations from

prior scene exploration. The GQN learns to make sense of the context scene in

which the model operates and infer what the scene would look like from a new

location. The context scene is made up of a set of n image-pose pairs, {Ic, Pc}n,

that are randomly selected from a set of pre-made image-pose pairs of a scene.

The observed context scene is assumed to include the first images of the target

specifically captured for mapping tasks.

The representation network creates a concise spatial scene encoding, E, from

these context scene observations. A single query image-pose pair, (Iq, Pq), is

sampled from the same set. The GQN’s generator and inference networks at-

tempt to reconstruct P(Iq|Pq,R), conditioned on the query pose, Pq, and the

embedded-scene representation, E [2]. The GQN, Φ, generates a set of m im-

ages, {Iq}m, from novel poses surrounding the body. The GQN generates addi-

tional images to the existing set of context scene images to create a larger set of

images, {Ic+q}m+n.

Iq
k = Φ({Ic, Pc}i, Pq

k) (3.1)

{Iq}m = {Iq
1, ..., I

q
k , ..., I

q
m} (3.2)

The contribution of the GQN is not one-dimensional; there is always a trade-

off. The largest impediment that faces the implementation of a view synthesis

network is the technological impediment of computational load. The proposed

shape modeling approach uses a GQN for view synthesis and scene rendering.

It is lightweight and fast. Inference speeds are faster and processor utilization
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is significantly more efficient than NeRFs [57, 165]. Because the GQN requires

lower processor utilization than NeRFs, it is lean and creates a near-term, less-

expensive feasible solution for deployment in spacecraft avionics software. All

things being equal, less throughput leads to lower cost. Being faster, less com-

putationally expensive, and achieving an acceptable performance results in its

being a competitive view synthesis option. While GQNs do not achieve as high-

resolution results as NeRFs, they do share underlying view synthesis principles.

Like some NeRFs, the VAE architecture exploits the nature of generative model-

ing to be able to generalize to other scenes. Even though GQNs are used here for

the aforementioned reasons, future advancements in flight hardware will allow

more computationally intensive networks to be implemented. When such net-

works become technologically feasible, the first part of the network pipeline can

be improved upon by replacing the GQN with the most recent state-of-the-art

architecture for view synthesis.

The second network of the proposed method draws upon the lessons learned

from existing work on multi-view scene reconstruction. As shown in Figure 3.3,

this network, Ψ, is a conditional shape-modeling graph convolution network

(GCN) that generates a mesh or graph-based shape model,Mtarget, of the RSO.

The network uses a multi-view set of image-pose pairs, {Ic+q, Pc+q}m+n, to deform

an initial ellipsoid mesh into the desired shape model. Such a mesh is expected

to suffice for the simple topologies typical of asteroids.

Mtarget = Ψ(ME, {Ic+q, Pc+q}m+n) (3.3)

Just like the GQN, the GCN trains end-to-end so that it learns in an unsuper-

vised manner. The GCN extends a current state-of-the-art shape-deformation
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network, proposed in [244], to generate shape models from multiple images. It

uses an image-feature network to create perceptual features of an input image.

The GCN uses these features to gradually deform an ellipsoid mesh into the 3D

shape that appears in the input image. Therefore, this embedded representa-

tion results in a transformation of an image into a graph subspace. The GCN

builds upon this process in many ways. The network is modified to operate on

multiple image-pose pairs rather than a single image. Training on multi-view,

rather than single-view, data and operating on image-pose pairs, rather than

images alone, allow the network to better interpret the relative size of the scene

the spacecraft has explored and the shape of the target body it is surveying. To

account for a multi-view input, the image feature network, Υ, operates indi-

vidually on each of the input’s image-pose pairs, and the resulting perceptual

features are summed together to create a context-aware representation. Adding

the perceptual features together, instead of concatenating them, leads to a less

memory-intensive solution while making the model dynamic to the number of

contextual inputs.

ρ =
m+n∑

i

Υ({Ic+q, Pc+q}i) (3.4)

The aggregated set of perceptual features, ρ, are used with graph-

convolution mesh deformation layers, H, to deform an ellipsoid meshME into

Mtarget, the a priori estimated shape of the target body.

Mtarget = H(ME, ρ) (3.5)
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Figure 3.2: Full network pipeline.

Figure 3.3: Shape modeling network architecture (GCN).

3.4.3 Training

Separate sets of weights learned during training parameterize both networks in

the pipeline (GQN and GCN). The two networks train separately but evaluate

sequentially. Both the GQN and GCN train for 300 epochs. The GQN trains ac-

cording to the same process described in [2]. During training, the GQN uses an

inference network that defines a posterior distribution and a generator network
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that defines a prior Gaussian distribution. The inference network conditions on

the context scene, a query pose, and a downsampled query image. During train-

ing, the generator network conditions on the same context scene, query pose,

and a sample of the posterior Gaussian distribution. An evidence lower bound

(ELBO) loss function governs the GQN. It has two components: the reconstruc-

tion likelihood and the KL divergence of the posterior approximate from the

prior. Therefore, the network learns to create prior and posterior distributions

that are similar to each other when conditioned on the same context scene and

query pose. The resulting sample upsamples to estimate the query image and

compared with its associated ground truth. When evaluating the network, the

sample that the generator network conditions on no longer draws from the pos-

terior, but rather the prior.

Figure 3.3 shows that the GCN’s inputs are a set of both context and query

image-pose pairs and an ellipsoid mesh with 156 nodes. From these inputs, the

model produces a shape with 2466 nodes that represents the target body. The

GCN optimizes to deform an ellipsoid mesh into the 3D shape target through

the combination of four losses. A Chamfer loss and a Laplacian regularizer

minimize the distance of each of the estimated nodes from their respective true

values while preserving relative positions of neighboring nodes. For each it-

eration during training, the ground truth node values are a randomly selected

subset sampled from the ground-truth shape of the target body. A normal loss

component attempts to align the surface normals between the estimated and

ground truth shapes. An edge-length regularizer discourages outliers. The final

loss function is a weighted summation of the four loss components. Each loss

function is detailed in [244].
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3.5 Individual Network Results

The two networks train separately rather than end-to-end in one coherent se-

quential model to avoid complicating the loss function of each network. Train-

ing the networks independently ensures that they learn to construct a good ap-

proximation of the distribution from which the RSO-specific dataset is sampled.

Assessing the performance consists of an ad hoc visual comparison of each net-

work’s output with their associated ground truth.

3.5.1 View Synthesis Network

Figure 3.4 shows example comparisons of images the GQN generates with the

associated ground truth image in context of the preliminary survey dataset. The

GQN-generated images are samples from the network’s context-aware prior at

previously unobserved positions and orientations relative to the target body.

Every image shown is generated with a context scene of 25 image-pose pairs.

They show that the GQN resolves high-level features including the RSO’s gen-

eral shape, color, texture, shading, etc. However, the sampled images appear at

a lower resolution than the context images. This loss in resolution stems directly

from dimension reduction in the GQN’s generator network, a common issue

among VAEs. The dimension reduction can be interpreted as data compression

where the latent space is smaller than that of the image causing a loss of infor-

mation when decoding to produce the resulting image density. This dimension

reduction also compromises the network’s success in reconstructing objects that

span very few pixels, such as those that appear in the approach-phase data.
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Figure 3.4: Context-aware GQN reconstruction (top) and associated ground
truth (bottom) images using preliminary survey data.

Figure 3.5 demonstrates how the number of context observations affects im-

age resolution when the network trains on the simulated preliminary survey

data. As the number of context observations to the GQN increases, the network

understands its scene better and the body’s physical characteristics and appear-

ance. As shown below, increasing the number of context observations on which

the network can rely directly impacts the resolution of their results, leading to

more accurate shape models.

3.5.2 Shape Modeling Network

Figures 3.6 and 3.7 give examples of executing the shape modeling network

(GCN) solely on a context scene when trained on the simulated preliminary

survey and approach data, respectively. Qualitatively, the network trained on

both datasets resolves high-level shapes. However, the network trained on sim-

ulated preliminary survey data creates more detailed models than that trained

on the simulated approach data. This behavior is expected, since the simulated

preliminary survey image data includes better resolutions than its approach-

based counterpart as the spacecraft operates at a significantly closer range from

the body. Furthermore, the simulated preliminary survey data includes images
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Figure 3.5: Context image quantity vs. GQN output-image resolution using
simulated preliminary survey data.

from all around the body, whereas the simulated approach data is limited to

only one side.

Results using 25 image-pose pairs show that the network’s output shape

model qualitatively agrees with the ground truth shape. The deformed out-

put shape qualitatively resolves the shape of the target RSO well. Based on

the set of multi-view observations, the network deforms an ellipsoid shape to

match the shape of the body and to include features, landmarks, and shapes

that are clearly visible in each image. A study focuses on the simulated pre-

liminary survey data to further analyze network performance with data that

helps achieve sub-pixel accuracy. Figure 3.8 shows that the network’s perfor-

mance gets better as the number of context images the network has access to

increases. The F-score in Figure 3.8 is the harmonic mean of the precision and
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(a) Toutatis: Truth (b) Itokawa: Truth (c) Bennu: Truth

(d) Toutatis: Estimated (e) Itokawa: Estimated (f) Bennu: Esti-
mated

(g) Toutatis: Comparison (h) Itokawa: Comparison (i) Bennu: Com-
parison

Figure 3.6: Shape models created by the GCN trained on simulated preliminary
survey data. The bottom row compares the estimated model (darker model) to
its associated ground truth model (lighter model).

recall of the model [244]. The ”threshold” metric refers to the upper-bound

nearest-neighbor distance used to compute the F-score’s point correspondences

between prediction and ground-truth nodes. An increase in the number of in-

put image-pose pairs leads to higher F-scores. Therefore, increasing the amount

of data the network processes leads to more precise and continuous shape mod-

els that can resolve more finite details seen on the body. This result shows that

the network produces better shape estimates as it processes more information

about the target body. As the number of image-pose pairs from all around the

body increases in size, the network converges on a more continuous and com-
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(a) Toutatis: Truth (b) Itokawa: Truth (c) Bennu: Truth

(d) Toutatis: Estimated (e) Itokawa: Estimated (f) Bennu: Esti-
mated

(g) Toutatis: Comparison (h) Itokawa: Comparison (i) Bennu: Com-
parison

Figure 3.7: Shape models created by the GCN trained on simulated approach
data. The bottom row compares the estimated model (darker model) to its as-
sociated ground truth model (lighter model).

plete shape model that is limited only by pixel resolution and the number of

nodes in the output shape. Although the network deforms the ellipsoid mesh

into one that represents shapes depicted in the context scene, parts of the final

shape model have areas that cannot be constructed. These failures, areas where

no nodes exist, stem from the model’s inability to fully interpret the local topog-

raphy, a byproduct of the mesh-deformation learning process. Overall, unless

a significant amount of the body is shadowed from a majority of perspectives,

the network creates a well-formed shape model from the visible aspects of each

image. This case is rare as small bodies are in view of the sun but can happen.
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Figure 3.8: Shape modeling performance according to the number of observa-
tions available.

In such cases, more instrumentation, perhaps using different light spectra, is

necessary.

3.6 Full Pipeline Results

When evaluating the entire pipeline, the GQN generates images at selected posi-

tions and orientations relative to the body. In addition to the context image-pose

pairs, the generated image-pose pairs pass through the GCN. From a set of 10

query image-pose pairs and a 25 image-pose pair context scene, the GCN can

create shape models. This section assesses the implementation of such modeling

for survey-like and close-approach phases.
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Body F-score
(1e-4 thresh-
old)

F-score
(2e-4 thresh-
old)

Normalized
Chamfer
Loss
(meters)

RMS Error
(meters)

(a) Toutatis 2.2e-2 5.0e-2 4.6 9.24
(b) Itokawa 5.0e-2 1.2e-1 2.1 3.22
(c) Bennu 3.3e-2 7.2e-2 3.2 4.90

Table 3.1: Performance of each shape estimate in Figure 3.9.

3.6.1 Preliminary Survey Phase Study

Figure 3.9 depicts models created using the full pipeline, where both the GQN

and GCN train on the simulated preliminary survey data. As the pipeline exe-

cutes on the same scene used in Figure 3.6, the GCN creates a visually similar

model. Many of the same features appear in both models. The pipeline gener-

ates the multi-view a priori shape models consistent with their respective true

models. While the model resolves many local topographical features around

the body correctly, areas remain where the network cannot do so. This inability

results in small inconsistencies. Improving upon them would require an initial

ellipsoid mesh with more nodes than is implemented here.

Table 3.1 details the performance of the model in each reconstruction. Over-

all, the network pipeline generates models that are visually consistent and close

to their associated true shapes. The resulting shape models are more accurate

than those produced from data collected farther from the target, as described

in Section 3.6.2. Further, the high F-scores and low Chamfer losses for each

estimated shape also indicates a high reconstruction accuracy. Increasing the

number of context images and reconstructed query images noticeably improves

the shape model. Figure 3.10 shows that an increase in context images leads
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(a) Toutatis: Truth (b) Itokawa: Truth (c) Bennu: Truth

(d) Toutatis: Estimated (e) Itokawa: Estimated (f) Bennu: Esti-
mated

(g) Toutatis: Comparison (h) Itokawa: Comparison (i) Bennu: Com-
parison

Figure 3.9: Generated a priori shape models from spacecraft conducting a pre-
liminary survey of RSOs. The bottom row compares the estimated model
(darker model) to its associated ground truth model (lighter model).

directly to better shape-model accuracy. When over 20 context images are avail-

able, the whole pipeline performs better than the GCN alone since it has ac-

cess to additional information added by the GQN. However, with fewer than

20 context images, the pipeline performs slightly worse since it is more likely

to be influenced by the lower resolution images generated by the GQN. Over

time, as the spacecraft takes more images of its surroundings, its internal scene

representation renders more accurate images from previously unseen observa-

tions. Consequently, the network model creates a more resolved shape model.

The reason is that context helps provide more information about local surface

shapes and features to the GCN. The resulting shape estimates therefore con-
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Figure 3.10: Full pipeline (trained on the preliminary survey data) performance
according to the number of observations available.

verge to sub-pixel level local information about the shape. This performance

demonstrates that a minimum of a single orbit about the body is necessary to

capture all information required to reconstruct the body model.

Each image in the dataset has square dimensions with a side length of 64 pix-

els and the network evaluates with a limited number of input image-pose pairs.

However, because an increase in the number of observations directly leads to

better shape models, it is reasonable to infer that operating on hundreds or thou-

sands of observations at higher image resolutions can lead to significantly more

accurate shape models. Compared to methods like SPC, which requires thou-

sands of landmark maps, the results presented rely only on a total of 25 context

image-pose pairs that require no ground-loop intervention.
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3.6.2 Approach Phase Study

To demonstrate the network’s ability to resolve images where spacecraft are dis-

tant from the RSO, the full network pipeline evaluates on data that resembles

the approach phase of a small-body exploration mission. In this case, the net-

work trains on the previously described data that mimics a mission’s approach

phase. Figure 3.11 and Table 3.2 show example shape models produced by the

network, resulting in models that resemble the overall shape of the body, but

are far less descriptive than those from the preliminary survey study. While

the resulting shapes are not as accurate as those based on preliminary survey

data, its fast inference enables the shape models to be created onboard and in

real-time, without the need to send images back to Earth.

While the network resolves high-level body shapes, it does not produce

body-shape estimates with local topographical information. This behavior

stems mainly from a limitation in the set of observations: they focus on a single

angular perspective at a great distance away from the body. During the ap-

proach phase, under the conditions of a static body, the far side is unobservable.

Thus, the network estimates the high-level shape of the far side of the body

from its implicitly-learned understanding of shape reconstruction in general. It

understands through the data on which it learns that, for example, the unob-

servable side should not just be flat or missing but rather be consistent with the

observable topography.
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(a) Toutatis: Truth (b) Itokawa: Truth (c) Bennu: Truth

(d) Toutatis: Estimated (e) Itokawa: Estimated (f) Bennu: Esti-
mated

(g) Toutatis: Comparison (h) Itokawa: Comparison (i) Bennu: Com-
parison

Figure 3.11: Generated a priori shape models from spacecraft on approach to
RSOs. The bottom row compares the estimated model (darker model) to its
associated ground truth model (lighter model).

Body F-score
(1e-4 thresh-
old)

F-score
(2e-4 thresh-
old)

Normalized
Chamfer
Loss
(meters)

RMS Error
(meters)

(a) Toutatis 2.87e-3 5.93e-3 30.54 50.08
(b) Itokawa 5.88e-3 1.37e-2 29.35 50.41
(c) Bennu 3.92e-3 9.3e-3 21.17 44.34

Table 3.2: Performance of each shape in Figure 3.11.

3.6.3 Analysis

Tables 3.3 and 3.4 compare the pipeline’s performance to state-of-the-art RSO

shape-modeling methods obtained during different selected phases of the
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OSIRIS-REx mission. During early phases of this missions, when the space-

craft is far from the target, limb modeling, SPC, and laser altimetry (LA) work

together to provide early verification of body scale and build a priori models

[17, 48]. These models require combining thousands of landmark maps of small

parts of the body obtained through focused image-stare campaigns that weigh

heavily in the plan for early stages of a mission. Such methods are used as base-

line comparisons because their ground-based limitations inspired developing

the proposed pipeline.

To demonstrate network pipeline viability, a Monte Carlo simulation ex-

ecutes over a validation set of randomly chosen scenes. The resulting net-

work’s accuracy for the simulation is a 95% confidence interval upper bound on

validation-set RMS errors obtained when comparing the estimated and ground-

truth shape models. The simulation reports an accuracy over 200 scenes as

such a large number of samples provides a meaningful confidence bound on

the statistics. For practical implementation, it is expected that training the

pipeline uses high-performance computing resources that exceed the single

Nvidia RTX 2080 GPU used to produce these results. As such, the networks

can be trained on much higher-resolution imagery and meshes. However, RMS

error is not directly comparable with results obtained using ground-based meth-

ods as operational-image resolutions and sizes significantly differ. Therefore, a

resolution-adjusted accuracy quantifies method performance so that the results

can be compared. Dividing the method’s worst-case RMS error by the imager’s

worst-case per-pixel resolution calculates this accuracy. The network produces

a better resolution-adjusted accuracy than the ground-based comparisons dur-

ing both the approach and preliminary survey phases. Therefore, it follows

that the strict shape model requirements can be met when training the pipeline
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Method 95% Confidence
Interval RMS Error
(meters)

Resolution
(meters per
pixel)

Resolution-
Adjusted
Accuracy
(pixel)

GCN only 5.75 40.91 0.14
GQN + GCN 5.70 40.91 0.14
SPC + LA [17, 177] 1.5 0.5 3

Table 3.3: Network performance compared to SPC shape-modeling methods
during the preliminary survey phase.

Method 95% Confidence
Interval RMS Error
(meters)

Resolution
(meters per
pixel)

Resolution-
Adjusted
Accuracy
(pixel)

GCN only 45.03 204.55 0.22
GQN + GCN 42.86 204.55 0.21
Limb Model [17, 177] 2 0.3 6.67

Table 3.4: Network performance compared to SPC shape-modeling methods
during the approach phase.

at better image and node resolutions. In conjunction with being a leaner and

faster method that can be executed onboard the spacecraft, the performance is

deemed competitive to these state-of-the-art ground-based methods.

The GQN generates new images at locations and from perspectives that the

spacecraft has yet to encounter, creating new information for the GCN to use in

addition to the already collected scene. Therefore, the network provides more

information than can be observed within mission constraints. Because the gen-

erated observations have a lower resolution than that of the context observa-

tions, the created information reinforces high level features, such as the body’s

general shape, pose, and shading conditions. However, these generated im-

ages lack local topographical details. The addition of the GQN to the pipeline

leads to a slight improvement in shape estimates on both simulated approach
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and preliminary survey data. The pipeline’s computational memory load is also

very manageable: both the GQN’s and GCN’s weights are less than 200 MB in

size. The full pipeline’s inputs constitute less than 1 MB. Its mesh model output

requires less than 200 KB. The proposed method demonstrates that useful shape

models can be generated in a matter of seconds onboard the spacecraft after ob-

servations have been collected. Ground-based mapping methods, on the other

hand, include iterative processes that spend months of a mission timeline cre-

ating an a priori shape model. Through the use of fewer observations and with

lower resolution images, the network creates shape models that are competitive

with those created using state-of-the-art techniques. The network creates mod-

els that are quantitatively competitive to those created during the preliminary

survey of OSIRIS-REx using SPC + LA [17]. Therefore, the shape models create

quality estimates of the body’s physical characteristics that can be used during

subsequent phases of a mission that conduct further and more detailed refine-

ment of the body’s shape and features. Additionally, the method converges to

higher-accuracy shapes as image resolution and the number of context observa-

tions increases.

3.7 Conclusion

This work presents a new small-body mapping method using a neural-network

approach to scene representation and object reconstruction. The proposed

method uses a view synthesis network to understand the spacecraft’s environ-

ment and create images from novel observations relative to the origin of the

body. Alone, this contribution generates more high-resolution data that is avail-

able for any subsequent navigation task to use. The GCN supplements limited
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observations with these generated images to create shape estimates with accura-

cies that compete with ground-based mapping methods. The network pipeline

executes with a run-time on the order of seconds, enabling fast online infer-

ence. As the pipeline’s inputs are computationally lightweight, the method can

easily be implemented either partially or fully using an FPGA or FPGA-CPU co-

processor. The application of such a body-model estimation method is broad.

Due to its ability to generalize to a wide variety of scenes, the pipeline enables

onboard body modeling and is a stepping stone for further autonomous nav-

igation tasks using deep learning. The results demonstrate the ability to train

a deployable model to recognize its surroundings in space and make informed

decisions from its learned representation, which enhances autonomous opera-

tions beyond what is currently possible. Increased autonomy may significantly

reduce the duration of surveillance and information gathering phases necessary

in small-body missions and free up valuable exploration time for science opera-

tions. The method can also be applied to planetary-defense missions, for exam-

ple, where understanding physical body characteristics is necessary prior to any

impact-mitigation operations. The proposed method is a new approach to the

development of autonomous navigation technology. Apart from a purely space

exploration context, the proposed method is more generally applicable to ob-

ject identification and scene-reconstruction tasks as well as multi-environment

missions.
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CHAPTER 4

MULTISCALE SUPER-RESOLUTION REMOTE IMAGING VIA DEEP

CONDITIONAL NORMALIZING FLOWS

4.1 Introduction

Remote sensing plays a key role in a wide array of applications and is a broadly-

applicable source of valuable information for tasks like weather tracking; situ-

ational awareness; assessing ground conditions; interplanetary navigation; and

intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR). In recent years, the popu-

lation of remote sensing satellites in orbit has grown and continues to grow.

Additionally, the increase in the number and complexity of cislunar and inter-

planetary missions generally requires equipping them with high-performance

imaging systems so they can navigate autonomously and obtain scientific mea-

surements with high accuracy. The increased accessibility to launches has dras-

tically accelerated the pace of online data collection for observer missions. Pro-

cessing the increasing volume of available observations, either through onboard

or offline processing, has created a bottleneck in disseminating this data, in part

because image-analysis applications demand high-resolution data that contains

rich information [235, 272]. To overcome this challenge, machine learning algo-

rithms try to automate remote sensing analysis.

The design of commercial remote sensing systems pits system cost against

image resolution. Strict size, weight, power, and cost (SWaP-C) requirements

drive this trade, which comes down to maximizing performance of the imag-

ing payload for limited up-front or nonrecurring costs. The trade-off between

cost and resolution ultimately results in space systems that are less capable than
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the state-of-the-art imaging technology would support. This constraint espe-

cially impacts smaller spacecraft with limited payload volumes. Additionally,

imperfections like optical degradation and scene instability in optical acquisi-

tion devices can lead to noisy, indistinct, and blurry low-resolution images [54].

Implementing advanced algorithms that are capable of improving performance

without compromising the mission design process provides a way to overcome

these obstacles.

Not all imagery taken from onboard imaging systems exhibits high resolu-

tion. Many legacy missions that carry older generations of imaging systems still

operate long past their anticipated lifetime. Other missions, regardless of age,

carry cameras that are incapable of state-of-the-art resolution. Constraints in-

cluding SWaP-C and the operational distance away from the target limit both

future and ongoing missions. Therefore, it may be impossible to expect that

a particular spacecraft features the highest-performing camera. Current tech-

nologies would prove beneficial for space-domain tasks like navigation, situa-

tional awareness, and surveillance. Although imaging advancements are im-

proving quickly, current technologies have achieved the lower size limits of

physical pixels [171]. Data from past missions provide the necessary knowl-

edge to produce innovative solutions that bridge the gap between designing to

specific constraints and meeting state-of-the-art performance requirements of

more complex systems.

Some mission designs cannot integrate a better camera. One way to over-

come this limitation is through image enhancement in post-processing software.

Improvements in the quality and interpretability of satellite imagery through

software, rather than through hardware, can add value with minimal cost. This
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solution reduces a cost-constrained mission’s dependence on achieving high-

performance imaging that competes with past flagship missions.

Improving image resolution to overcome the physical limitations of imaging

technologies is a current research area in computer vision and remote sensing.

Software-based approaches to image resolution enhancement are desirable as

they enable improving image resolution beyond sensor limits [222]. Image an-

alysts routinely use offline post-processing to extract as much information as

possible from the available data. SR is one class of such methods that realisti-

cally enhance lower-resolution images. SR applies to a wide range of image-

resolution improvement cases, including remote sensing, surveillance, medical

imaging, and security. The historical motivation for SR in the spatial domain

stems directly from trying to improve remote sensing imagery [272]. The overall

objective of remote sensing SR is to increase the spatial (or spectral) resolution

of observations. Achieving higher image resolution can be the end goal or can

support higher accuracy in vision tasks.

General SR applications include enhancement of everyday images. How-

ever, remote sensing introduces unique challenges. Remote sensing observa-

tions can be multispectral or hyperspectral, can include significant amounts of

encoded high-frequency information from imaging at high altitudes, or can in-

volve challenging imaging conditions that adversely affect image quality [235].

The SR process involves recovering a high-resolution (HR) image from a given

low-resolution (LR) image through a form of upscaling while maintaining pho-

torealism. An image may be of lower resolution due to smaller spatial res-

olution or optical degradation. Thus, SR is essentially a reverse degradation

process. Realistically, however, the corresponding degradation function is un-
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known. Because an explicit mapping from a lower resolution to a higher res-

olution is unavailable, SR is an ill-posed problem with no direct solution: the

process requires filling in largely unknown details of the LR image and has a

large, potentially infinite, number of possible solutions. SR has shown the most

promise in the multi-image case in which the total information about the object

exceeds information from any one frame in a set of images. However, multiple

images of the same target area from different perspectives may be unavailable

or impossible to gather in a spaceborne domain. Therefore, the single-frame

case of SR is a much more challenging task.

Traditional techniques for SR are computationally intensive as they must

check many up-sampling variants. Deep learning models show significant

promise for SR while easing the computational burden for processor-intensive

algorithms that rely on or perform SR [251]. Deep learning SR networks have

achieved state-of-the-art performances on many general-use and Earth-facing

remote sensing SR benchmarks. Deep learning SR performance is highly depen-

dent on the data on which the model trains. For Earth-facing remote sensing

tasks, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), planes, and in-orbit satellites provide

an abundance of Earth images from an overhead perspective. That volume of

data facilitates the curation of a high-variety HR training dataset. Image resolu-

tions can range from a ground-sampling distance (GSD) of less than 0.1 meters

to 10 meters and greater. Far fewer orbiters of planetary bodies like the Moon,

Mars, and asteroids have high-performance imaging capabilities. However, the

most recent missions have down-linked sufficient data to aid future missions.

Therefore, training a neural network on high-resolution data from past mis-

sions to enhance lower-resolution remote sensing images can help automate the

image-enhancement process to enable fast image processing and analysis while
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maintaining high-performance requirements. Since past missions with high-

resolution cameras span many destinations in the solar system, new missions

can use the collected data from similar analogous environments to train neural

network architectures. These architectures can achieve the same imaging ca-

pabilities even with lower-resolution onboard cameras. Intelligent automation

can increase the success rate of imaging systems in delivering interpretable im-

ages that meet specific requirements and potentially address occlusions, which

improves the value of previously unusable images.

Lunar surface imaging is a promising application, one that has not yet ben-

efited from extensive learning-based SR. The present work approaches lunar

imaging from a space technology and surveillance perspective. In this context,

high-resolution lunar imagery may be important for tasks like spacecraft nav-

igation and reconnaissance. A sustained lunar presence and associated lunar

surface operations require a comprehensive and persistent understanding of the

lunar environment [49]. Current Earth-observation methods that may be trans-

ferable to the lunar environment are labor-intensive and do not provide the nec-

essary full autonomy for situational awareness. In contrast, fully autonomous

algorithms provide situational awareness by allowing spacecraft to make deci-

sions locally in response to their surroundings. Replacing human-in-the-loop

practices that identify and characterize the lunar environment with fully au-

tonomous algorithms that learn from the situations they encounter can drasti-

cally reduce the associated time, costs, and errors. For operation in space, these

algorithms need to be robust, reliable, and efficient in the presence of anomalies.

The proposed network performs SR to aid planning of lunar surface activi-

ties: scene reconstruction of the lunar surface, characterization of objects trav-
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eling in cislunar space, anomaly identification on the lunar surface, and au-

tonomous state estimation for spacecraft traveling in proximity to the lunar

surface. Specifically, this work proposes to improve spatial image quality of

onboard imaging systems via a conditional normalizing flow network. By re-

covering an HR image at selected resolutions higher than a given LR image, the

network flexibly pairs image-resolution enhancement with quantification of the

usability of generated images. By training a normalizing flow-based generative

model to create an SR solution conditioned on a desired GSD to generate HR

images, this work offers the first method of applying SR to generate images at

specific, targeted image qualities. Lunar remote sensing data derived from the

Chang’e 2 mission validates the network [276]. The proposed network architec-

ture and encompassing SR training process makes several contributions to the

progress made by deep learning SR methods: the network is the first application

of a flow network to remote sensing SR. In fact, it is the first demonstration of

generative modeling on lunar-surface imagery. This work proposes a process to

train the network more generally for SR by intrinsically and concurrently learn-

ing a continuous distribution of scale factors. The proposed network competes

with state-of-the-art performances of deep learning SR while being lighter and

faster. Lastly, the proposed network is the first to quantify aleatoric uncertainty

for SR, which makes it more robust and predictable, and therefore more appro-

priate to implement for online execution on spacecraft.
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4.2 Deep Learning for Image Super-Resolution

4.2.1 Convolutional Neural Networks

Natural Images

Research has developed traditional methods for super-resolving images over

three decades. However, recently proposed deep learning models outperform

traditional methods and continuously achieve state-of-the-art performance on

various SR benchmarks [251]. Deep learning is well suited to addressing SR

because networks enhance images by strategically adding information from

what the network learns during training. SRCNN, a shallow and simple con-

volutional neural network (CNN) that learned an end-to-end high-resolution

recovery mapping [64], establishes the efficacy of deep learning for SR. Sub-

sequent convolutional neural network-dependent SR solutions apply CNNs

[64, 118, 131, 144, 251]. Deep neural network approaches to SR basically dis-

till into a combination of various model frameworks, upsampling methods,

network architecture, and learning strategies, each fitted for specific purposes

[251]. Different compositions such as residual learning, recursive learning,

channel attention, and dense connections cause large variations in network ar-

chitectures. Integrated SR models commonly employ pre-upsampling, post-

upsampling, progressive upsampling, and iterative up-and-down sampling op-

erations [5, 118, 131, 251]. Many of these models rely heavily on L1 and L2

loss functions, which result in a lossy reconstruction process that tends to ig-

nore high-frequency features [159]. Additionally, these methods learn a di-

rect mapping through a discrete image feature space between the LR and HR
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data, which results in less generalizable and expressive predictions. Attempts

to improve upon such limitations lead to different learning strategies. Dif-

ferent loss functions, such as pixel, content, texture, adversarial, cycle consis-

tency, total variation, prior-based, etc., demonstrate incremental improvements

[33, 112, 199]. Other strategies to increase SR performance learning employ

batch normalization [21, 43, 133, 152, 207, 217, 218, 248, 249, 275], curriculum

learning [20, 34, 139, 178, 249], and multi-supervision models [119, 131, 218, 250].

In general, though, the results of discrete latent-variable models are incremental

improvements upon bicubic upsampling and lack the diversity required with an

unrestricted task like SR [235].

Remote Sensing

One of the common uses of remote sensing imagery is to detect, segment,

and classify features in images. Those features must be clearly decipher-

able. To accommodate the significant variation among features and objects in

such imagery, deep learning SR architectures improve satellite-image quality

[63, 65, 84, 131, 133, 144, 218, 220]. Many approaches train the previously men-

tioned state-of-the-art SR models on Earth-observing remote sensing datasets

[67, 263]. Early networks perform worse than naı̈ve methods like bicubic inter-

polation [143, 235]. Fine tuning them leads to incremental increases in perfor-

mance. As natural SR models improve, so does their performance on remote

sensing data.
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4.2.2 Deep Generative Modeling

While researchers have proposed many network architectures, network de-

signs, and learning strategies for image SR, generative models have consistently

shown to improve upon the state of the art [251]. Generative modeling extends

deep learning to probability distributions by learning through maximum like-

lihood estimation. Generative models summarize and generate new samples

of the source distribution. The models can learn realistic world representations

from unlabeled and high-dimensional datasets. The models implicitly learn the

nonlinearities in the distribution over the source data to generate realistic repro-

ductions that resemble the distribution of the source. Resulting models are more

generalizable to other domains outside of the training data distribution. In the

context of SR, generative modeling allows the network to learn the distribution

of possible HR images rather than learning a direct mapping.

Generative Adversarial Networks

Recent generative model approaches to the SR problem consist primarily of

generative adversarial networks (GAN) [88]. GANs are composed of two com-

peting networks: a generator and a discriminator. The generator attempts to

produce reproductions of the training data and tries to fool the discriminator

thinking those reproductions are real. The discriminator tries to identify if the

generated reproduction is fake or not. The two networks train adversarially in

a zero-sum game until the generator fools the discriminator about half of the

time. This case enables the generator to produce new examples that adhere to

the training dataset distribution, which means they are possible members of the

source data. In image-enhancement tasks, a variant of GANs, called conditional
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GANs (cGAN), allows the low-resolution image to act as an input to the gen-

erator [235]. GANs perform exceptionally well in benchmark testing. GANs

repeatedly achieve state-of-the-art results and demonstrate the promise of gen-

erative modeling in SR tasks [6, 92, 133, 199, 248, 270]. However, GANs are

susceptible to many issues related to training. To avoid addition of undesired

high-frequency noise in the generated images by the discriminator, the normal

adversarial training process can be extended to include multi-class GANs with

multiple class-specific discriminators [181, 262]. A significant concern with us-

ing GANs is that the training process as currently implemented is difficult and

unstable. Training GANs can suffer from vanishing gradients and mode col-

lapse [29]. Mode collapse also affects the conditional case, since the networks

can learn to ignore the stochastic input signal [101]. Proposals to stabilize adver-

sarial training apply training according to a least-squares error instead of cross

entropy or explicitly enforce low-resolution consistency [10, 14, 32, 129, 251].

Early deep learning approaches to address remote sensing SR operate in a

discrete latent space. Thus, they do not incorporate stochastic elements, such as

variational inference and sampling from a predefined or learned distribution,

into the model [108, 130, 235]. However, treatment of the latent space as dis-

crete leads to a lack of regularity and fewer interpretable structures in the latent

space. In a content-generation perspective, the latent space of non-variational

architectures depends heavily on the distribution of the training data. Gen-

erative models significantly outperform their non-variational counterparts on

remote sensing datasets [235]. Just like architectures designed for natural im-

ages, the architectures designed for remote sensing observations build upon

preceding work to repeatedly push state-of-the-art reconstruction performance

[64, 96, 109, 118, 133, 160, 223, 224, 242].
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Normalizing Flows

A normalizing flow is a type of generative model that provides a promising

alternative to GANs for SR. Unlike GANs, flow models are intrinsically stable,

which makes them easier to train as they monotonically converge [159]. As

conditional GANs are not input-consistent, normalizing flow models produce

results with higher consistency and train with a single loss function through

maximum likelihood. Let ξθ : RY → RZ be a smooth bijective function with

parameters θ, where Y and Z are spaces of equal dimension. For the sake of

simple notation, ξθ is represented as ξ. Application of the mapping to a latent

random variable z ∼ p(z) ∈ RZ results in a random variable y = ξ(z), y ∈ RY with

a probability distribution determined by a change of variables.

p(y) = p(z)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ det
∂ξ(z)−1

∂z

∣∣∣∣∣∣= p(z)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ det
∂ξ(z)
∂z

∣∣∣∣∣∣−1

(4.1)

Compounding the effect of such a function, applying a series of mappings

ξk, k ∈ 1, ..., κ with κ ∈ N+ yields a series of functions called a normalizing flow

[29]. The variable κ is termed the number of steps of flow.

zk = ξK ◦ ... ◦ ξ2 ◦ ξ1(z0), z0 ∼ p0(z0) (4.2)

pk(zk) = p0(z0)
K∏

k=1

∣∣∣∣∣∣ det
∂ξk
∂zk−1

∣∣∣∣∣∣−1

(4.3)

ln pk(zk) = ln p0(z0) −
K∑

k=1

ln

∣∣∣∣∣∣ det
∂ξk
∂zk−1

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (4.4)
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The series of κ volume-preserving transformations maps a simple probabil-

ity distribution, such as a Gaussian, to a more complex one. The underlying

distribution, pk(zk), of the training data governs this probability distribution.

As supervised SR tasks operate on a HR-LR image pair, the normalizing

flow models designed for the pair must be conditional. Normalizing flows use

maximum likelihood estimation to learn the conditional distribution of the HR

image given the LR input, without adding extra constraints or losses through

a bidirectional architecture. Conditional normalizing flows (CNF) are a class of

flow models in which the base density to source space mapping is conditioned

on an argument, x, to model conditional densities pY |X(y; x). These models effi-

ciently sample and infer and, just like the non-conditioned case, train according

to maximum likelihood.

pY |X(y; x) = pZ|X(z; x)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ det
∂z
∂y

∣∣∣∣∣∣= pZ|X(ξ−1(y, x); x)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ det
∂ξ(y, x)
∂y

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (4.5)

The inference process from x to y involves first sampling z ∼ pZ|X(z; x) from a

simple base density with its parameters, θ, conditioned on x. The result passes

through the series of mappings, ξ(z; x). The training procedure is the reverse.

Feeding the random variable, y, and the conditioning argument, x ∈ RX, through

the model produces a latent variable, z. In practice, the model is defined as

G = ξ−1. SGD optimizes the network’s parameters such that z ∼ pZ|X(z; x). The

training process therefore optimizes the change of variables transformation of

the distributions from the base to the source domains. As normalizing flows are

generative models, they can create several sample outputs for a given input, an

aspect that is consistent with the ill-posed nature of SR.
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Flow-based approaches for SR tasks outperform GAN-based ones on bench-

marked datasets [110, 121, 141, 142, 159, 269]. Even though each model con-

structs a normalizing flow differently, they all exploit bijective convolutional

mappings between the output HR distribution and a latent distribution given

a LR image. While the progress of normalizing flows for SR progressively im-

proves for each approach, they train on only a single magnification scale fac-

tor with bicubic downsampling degradation processes. Additionally, no ap-

proaches evaluate flow SR methods on remote sensing imagery.

4.2.3 Machine Learning Super-Resolution for Interplanetary

Imaging

Due to the availability of public data and immediate impact in many terrestrial

applications, SR mainly focuses on Earth-facing observations [130]. However,

imaging the surface of other bodies throughout the solar system also uses SR.

Improving autonomous capabilities to safely operate in a space domain and en-

hance science return is crucially important to mission success. A significant ben-

efit of space-based SR is better onboard decision making in real time. One appli-

cation is the autonomous identification of features and objects of known interest.

The most common approach to enhancement of spaceborne imagery uses multi-

ple images to create high-resolution products of an overlapping region, includ-

ing high-resolution mosaics [56, 225], digital terrain maps [148, 167, 213, 224],

and surface models that help classify new surface materials and enhance rover-

perspective observations on Mars [213]. While a few methods apply traditional

SR methods [138, 148, 212, 213, 257], those that exploit the power of DNNs
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demonstrate even better results [56, 167, 223, 224, 227, 242]. The largest obstacle

to high-performance for interplanetary-focused SR initially stemmed from the

scarcity of data to curate large datasets.

However, several missions in the past decade collected high-resolution im-

ages of the moon (Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter, Kaguya, Clementine, SE-

LENE, and Chang’e 1 and 2), Mars (Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter, Pathfinder,

Perseverance), other planets and moons (Galileo, Cassini), and quite a few small

bodies (Hayabusa, Dawn, Rosetta, OSIRIS-REx). Past missions have come as

close as 15 kilometers to a planetary surface [276]. Many missions to small bod-

ies plan proximity operations, like TAG maneuvers or close flybys (DART). In

fact, the initial phases of such missions involve detailed surveillance of the body

to create detailed shape models, which allows the spacecraft, and therefore its

onboard cameras, to come very close to the body’s surface to collect high-quality

images. For this reason, observations from past small-body missions demon-

strate SR [214, 253]. This work shows that the availability of high-resolution

observations taken from even just one of those missions is enough to inform SR

training for future missions.

4.2.4 Multiscale Estimation

Encoding information at different magnifications requires the ability to extract

multiscale features. The aforementioned SR methods, designed specifically for

either natural-imaging or remote sensing purposes, try to improve the input

image to an arbitrary quality. Generally, these methods downsample the input

image. The higher-resolution target uses either the image’s native resolution
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or a single, common resolution across the dataset. The design decision to train

a network according to a common resolution or the best available resolution

can impact an inferred output image’s usefulness and interpretability. There-

fore, the goal of designing SR models is only to improve the resolution of a

low-resolution image rather than to achieve a specific chosen quality. Many

networks repeatedly retrain to investigate performance at different scale factors

[135, 158, 235, 237, 247, 261]. However, methods can extend single-scale archi-

tectures to multiscale by introducing multiple resolution scale factors into the

training data [144]. The result enables reconstruction of images at discrete scale

factors. These models can be much larger and slower than their single-scale

counterparts. The choice of the quality to which a model enhances an image

has a profound impact during analysis. The proposed network trains on a con-

tinuous distribution of scale factors in an attempt to more generally learn SR

rather than learn the inverse image-degradation function at a specific predeter-

mined scale factor.

4.2.5 Image Quality Assessment

Quantifying the accuracy of the SR result is an open topic. Evaluators use sev-

eral common metrics to evaluate recovery performance of SR algorithms. The

most popular are the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity

index (SSIM). PSNR quantifies reconstruction quality of a lossy transformation.

It is inversely proportional to the logarithm of the mean squared error (MSE) be-

tween the ground truth and generated images. Thus, PSNR only cares about the

difference between pixel values and results in a poor evaluation of perceptual

quality. PSNR leads to excessive smoothness and results vary across datasets.
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SSIM is a subjective metric that measures structural similarity between images

based on three relatively independent comparisons of luminance, contrast, and

structure. SSIM is a weighted product of those independent comparisons. Due

to the possible uneven distribution of image statistical features or distortions,

local assessment of image quality is more reliable than global assessment. Mean

SSIM splits the image into multiple windows and averages the SSIM obtained

at each window. SSIM evaluates the reconstruction quality from the perspective

of the human visual system [229]. Therefore, it more suitably meets the require-

ments of the perceptual assessment. Although PSNR and SSIM are most widely

used, neither accurately measures perceptual quality. Signal-to-reconstruction

error (SRE), spectral angle mapper (SAM), and universal image quality index

(UQI) are other common metrics [235]. In fact, SR reconstruction quality has

no coherent consensus evaluation metric [251]. However, since SR models are

often an intermediary between image enhancement and other vision tasks that

enhance autonomous capabilities, task-based evaluations can assess SR mod-

els. Therefore, the SR algorithm demonstrates that it produces useful estimates

if a popular vision task performs better on SR images than their LR counter-

part. As this work frames SR in the context of surface navigation, landmark

identification is the bottom line system-level performance metric for scoring the

performance of the proposed network.
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4.3 Data

4.3.1 Mission Selection

To demonstrate the proposed SR approach, the present work trains a network

on single-band, overhead-perspective observations of the lunar surface derived

from the Chang’e 2 mission, an uncrewed Chinese lunar probe launched in 2010.

This work chooses data from this mission over that of other missions, like the

Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter and Clementine, as it is one of the most recent

missions dedicated to exhaustive observation of the entire moon at high reso-

lution. The Chang’e 2 charge-coupled device (CCD) camera captures the entire

moon at a GSD of 7 meters from a 100-kilometer altitude [276]. Additionally,

it captures smaller regions of the moon at a 1-meter GSD. Comparatively, the

Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter provides 100-meter GSD imaging of the entire

moon and 0.5-meter GSD panchromatic images over a 5-kilometer swath of se-

lected regions of the moon during a similar mission window [276]. At a GSD of

7 meters, the CCD camera’s pixel size is dx=10.1 micrometers × 10.1 microme-

ters at a focal length of 144.3 millimeters. Overall, 15 images, which vary in size

from about 29,000 to 35,000 pixels, serve as training and validation data. This

work uses four images from the Moon’s northern polar regions, four images

from the southern polar regions, and seven images from the equatorial regions.

Image selection is random, but images contain visually diverse topography.
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4.3.2 Realistic Image Degradation

The general approach to creating degraded images for SR training requires gen-

erating synthetic versions of the native images. The LR image, ILR, is the output

of a degradation:

ILR = Λ(INative, δ) (4.6)

Here, Λ is the unknown degradation mapping function, INative is the corre-

sponding image at the CCD native resolution of 7 meters, and δ denotes the

parameters of the degradation process [251]. The most common process for de-

grading images involves bicubic downsampling by a scaling factor [235]. How-

ever, a combinative degradation pattern more realistically degrades the images.

The model of this pattern downsamples the image by a scaling factor and adds

blur and shot noise to the image. The process may also add Gaussian noise

[251].

This work creates LR lunar images from the following degradation process:

blurring, downsampling, and the addition of noise informs this process [68].

The process is critically important to evaluation of the model performance on

out-of-distribution (OOD) data [273]. Blurring applies a low-pass filter over

the continuous scene to simulate the point-spread function (PSF) of the cam-

era, which mathematically describes the camera parameters and relative mo-

tion between the camera and target object [72]. The PSF is a blurring mask that

describes how to blur a point in the native-resolution domain in the degraded

space during observation. To generate a HR-LR pair, the degradation process

calculates a Gaussian blur kernel with independent standard deviations gener-
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ated for both the horizontal and vertical directions and drawn from uniform dis-

tributions according to scale factor. Randomized anisotropic Gaussian kernels

capture the possibility of spacecraft jitter and ensure that the general downsam-

pling kernel is harder for the proposed model to estimate. As such, the training

process learns to generalize the inverse degradation process rather than learn-

ing a direct mapping.

Downsampling subsamples the blurred continuous space according to the

resolution of the sensor. After blurring, the degradation process downsamples

the image by a scaling factor set according to a desired GSD target, CHR GSD.

Bicubic downsampling reduces the spatial informational potential of what may

be captured at a lower GSD but preserves as much information as possible while

being computationally efficient. To train the network for multiscale SR, the ran-

domized scale factors drawn from a uniform distribution of GSDs between 1×

and 4× introduces more complexity into the unknown degradation function.

Shot noise simulates low lighting conditions that may exist during image

acquisition. Shot noise is related to the transmission of photons from the target

object to the camera sensors. In good lighting conditions, the law of large num-

bers implies that photon transmission approximates the Gaussian distribution

and captures the mean lighting intensity of the object. In poor lighting condi-

tions, the significantly reduced number of photons reaching the image sensor

can cause shot noise. For this reason, the degradation process adds Poisson-

distributed noise so that as the target GSD, CHR GSD, approaches the CCD cam-

era’s 7-meter GSD, the noise exponentially decreases to zero. The last step in

the degradation process is to resize the images back up to the dimensions of

the ground-truth data at 7-meter GSD. The process requires this step as nor-
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malizing flows are volume-preserving. The LR image, ILR, that serves as the

conditional input must match dimensions with the HR network input during

training, IHR. Therefore, the process must resize the LR image without gaining

or losing information to effectively keep the resolution the same. The two im-

ages are upsampled using bicubic interpolation to resize any resolution to the

network’s operational dimensions.

Figure 4.1 provides a demonstration of the degradation process across di-

verse lunar topographies. The first row from the top shows the LR image after

degradation at randomly-chosen target GSDs. The third row shows the corre-

sponding HR ground-truth images at a resolution of 7 meters per pixel. The

SSIM and PSNR values associated with each column numerically compare the

HR-LR pairs. Figure 4.2 demonstrates the process by degrading a single 7-meter

GSD image by factors of 2×, 3×, and 4×. Both figures show a degradation pro-

cess visually consistent with lower-performing imaging systems. As the scaling

factor increases, the resolution shows a clear qualitative decline; topographical

features become less defined and smaller ones become less apparent. As GSD

increases, images are more blurred and neighboring features visually appear

harder to distinguish. Quantitatively, as scaling increases, SSIM and PSNR de-

crease when compared to the 7-meter image, which indicates a decline in image

quality.

4.3.3 Dataset Implementation

A set of randomly-generated samples of HR-LR pairs splits into separate non-

overlapping training and validation datasets. Appendix A sizes the validation
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(a) GSD: 9
meters

SSIM 0.992
PSNR 39.06 dB

(b) GSD: 12
meters

SSIM 0.951
PSNR 32.50 dB

(c) GSD: 15
meters

SSIM 0.962
PSNR 30.38 dB

(d) GSD: 20
meters

SSIM 0.883
PSNR 27.01 dB

(e) GSD: 25
meters

SSIM 0.957
PSNR 26.64 dB

Figure 4.1: Degraded image samples (top) compared to the native 7-meter GSD
images (bottom).

(a) GSD: 7
meters

(b) GSD: 14
meters

SSIM: 0.968
PSNR: 31.03 dB

(c) GSD: 21
meters

SSIM: 0.917
PSNR: 26.88 dB

(d) GSD: 28
meters

SSIM: 0.870
PSNR: 24.83 dB

Figure 4.2: Degradation of an example image at progressively lower resolutions
(from left to right).

set. The entire set contains a high variance of visible features as the images span

a range of lunar topographies. The model performs SR from a low resolution,

CLR GSD = 28-meter GSD, by a scale factor to some HR-target GSD, CHR GSD. The

ground-truth image associated with the HR-target GSD, IHR, is a degraded ver-

sion of the 7-meter native image, modified to appear at CHR GSD. ISR and IMC SR,

respectively, denote the network’s single interference and Monte Carlo SR re-

productions of IHR. The dataset carries the assumption that the spacecraft has a

camera capable of 28-meter GSD resolution at 100 kilometers in altitude above
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the Moon’s surface. This resolution provides a lower bound from which images

are enhanced to any GSD up to 7 meters (Chang’e 2’s CCD native resolution).

An upper-bound scaling factor of 4× enables direct comparisons with state-of-

the-art methods.

4.4 Proposed Solution

4.4.1 Performing Super-Resolution

The proposed network takes an image with an associated GSD rating,

(ILR,CLR GSD), as a conditional input and generates a photorealistic reproduc-

tion at a lower GSD, CHR GSD. This scale factor is more detailed than that of ILR.

Because the degradation process is unknown, any prior knowledge, like spar-

sity of representation or statistical priors, helps make learning easier [235]. In

the context of the proposed network, statistical priors learn over data from past

missions.

The proposed approach to the GSD-conditioned SR problem involves train-

ing a conditional normalizing flow network to learn a conditional probability

distribution over lower GSD-valued (higher resolution) images. As Figure 4.3a

depicts, the network’s goal is to generate an image, ISR, at a specific targeted

GSD, CHR GSD. This quality approximates IHR. The network’s conditional argu-

ments include the low-resolution image, ILR, its associated GSD, CLR GSD, and

the target GSD of the image to be generated, CHR GSD.

The proposed normalizing flow model, G, parameterizes the conditional dis-
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tribution pY |X(IHR; ILR,CLR GSD,CHR GSD) of HR images, IHR, given the LR image,

ILR. The SR model estimate, ISR, approximates the HR image by inverting the

network under the aforementioned conditionals:

ISR = G−1(z; CLR GSD,CHR GSD, ILR) (4.7)

4.4.2 Network Architecture

The proposed network, G, extends the conditional adaptation of the “Genera-

tive flow with 1×1 Convolutions” (Glow) network [9, 122]. L levels, known as

conditional Glow blocks, comprise the conditional Glow network. Each Glow

block has κ steps of flow. Figures 4.3a and 4.3b depict the Glow blocks.

Each step includes three sequential substeps: an activation normalization

(actnorm) layer, an invertible 1×1 convolutional layer, and an affine coupling

layer. The Glow network improves upon [61, 62] by adding activation nor-

malization instead of batch normalization to reduce the amount of added noise

[122]. The 1×1 convolutional layers enable invertible operations by reversing

the order of the channels and performing convolution using a weight matrix

initialized by a random rotation matrix. The affine coupling layer is a reversible

transformation that enables computationally efficient calculation of the determi-

nant Jacobian. The affine-coupling block integrates the conditioning argument

in each step. To make affine coupling conditional, the process concatenates con-

ditioning variables to the inputs of an internal network [9]. This network is a

simple 3-layer encoder architecture that adds the result of each layer to the result

of passing the conditioning variable through a convolutional layer. Per Section
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4.4.2, the proposed generative multiscale SR model is dependent on multiple

conditions: the LR image, ILR, its associated GSD, CLR GSD, and the GSD of IHR,

CHR GSD. That way, the model targets recovery at specific GSD values and scale

factors. Figure 4.3c depicts the new internal network of the conditional affine

coupling layer. The single-condition version of the conditional affine coupling

layer is adapted for multiple conditioning variables by adding the results of

applying multiple convolutional layers individually to their respective condi-

tioning variables. Because this new conditioning process is additive like the

single-condition version, the calculation of the log-determinant Jacobian does

not change.

4.4.3 Training

The series of κ volume-preserving transformations (steps of flow) maps a com-

plicated probability distribution, one governed by the underlying distribution,

pk(zk), of the training data to a simple one, p(z). The training process trans-

forms the HR input, IHR, into a latent variable z = ξ(IHR;Γ). The condition Γ is

described by the tuple (ILR,CLR GSD,CHR GSD). The probability density function

(pdf) of the model defines the reconstruction likelihood.

ln pk(zk) = ln p0(z0) −
K∑

k=1

ln

∣∣∣∣∣∣ det
∂ξk
∂zk−1

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (4.8)

Maximum likelihood estimation trains the flow model by minimizing the

negative of the reconstruction likelihood. To reduce training complexity, the

process chooses the employed base distribution to be isotropic unit-norm Gaus-

sian, as the determinants of Jacobians are easy to compute. The log probability
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(a) Network Overview.

(b) Conditional Glow Block.

(c) Internal network of the conditional affine coupling layer adapted for multiple con-
ditioning variables.

Figure 4.3: Network Architecture.

of the base distribution is:

ln p0(z0) = ln
( 1
(2π)1/2

)
exp
(
−

1
2

zT
0 z0

)
= −

1
2

(
ln(2π) + zT

0 z0

)
(4.9)
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The network trains for 200 epochs. An Adam optimizer updates its weights.

The training session starts with a learning rate of 1e-4 and decays by 1e-6 per

epoch. Each iteration of an epoch has a batch size of 64 data samples. The pro-

cess adds high-PSNR real-valued noise to both images, IHR and ILR, to prevent

high likelihoods and dequantize them [228].

4.4.4 Inference

Application of the mapping, ξ, to a latent random variable z ∼ p(z) ∈ RZ results

in a random variable IHR = ξ(z), IHR ∈ R
Y . The change of variables determines

the probability distribution of the random variable. Therefore, inversion of G

yields a reconstruction estimate of the higher-resolution image, IHR, from the

latent variable, z, as IHR = G−1(z;Γ). Because a simple distribution governs the

latent space z, an inverted pass of a sample z ∼ pz through the network describes

the source’s conditional distribution, pY .

pY |X(IHR;Γ) = pz(G(IHR;Γ))

∣∣∣∣∣∣ det
∂ξ

∂y
(IHR;Γ)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (4.10)

Application of the inverted network to a randomly sampled latent variable

generates the SR image samples, ISR, from the learned distribution pY |X(IHR;Γ).

Because normalizing flows are volume-preserving, ILR, ISR, and IHR must have

the same dimensions.
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4.4.5 Uncertainty Quantification

While many deep learning models have improved SR for planetary imaging,

designers implement the models offline or purely for research purposes due to

the risk of the implementation and improvement of a low-TRL process that can-

not provide definitive confidence on its estimates. The use of ML algorithms

on spacecraft cannot become mainstream until the algorithms quantify uncer-

tainty and provide stable and robust high-accuracy estimates that are low risk in

flight operations. Inference in the real world includes data that may not adhere

to the distribution on which the model trains. Therefore, knowledge of when

the models are trustworthy provides useful information. Generative modeling

can help provide information to understand the confidence of network predic-

tions. The structure of deep normalizing flow architectures makes it easier to

bound aleatoric uncertainty on output estimates. Aleatoric uncertainty is the

uncertainty stemming from the stochasticity of observations. Designers view

aleatoric uncertainty as the confidence level of the prediction. The uncertainty

is independent of the amount of data provided to the experiment.

To assess the confidence of SR predictions, the model evaluates aleatoric un-

certainty using a Monte Carlo approach of stochastic approximation through

sampling. Bayesian and evidential deep learning commonly use this method

[184]. As inference requires sampling from a base distribution, the likelihood

that reconstruction estimates are the same is low. Visually, however, they are

similar. Therefore, repeated inference of an LR image creates a set of possible

HR reconstructions. Repeatedly sampling the base distribution creates a diverse

set of network outputs that bound the aleatoric uncertainty of the network pre-

dictions. Therefore, calculation of the sample mean across the collection of net-
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work estimates reconstructs a final SR estimate, IMC SR. The calculation of the

associated per-pixel variance across the set bounds the uncertainty of network

predictions. Visually, this uncertainty is represented by a map of the network

estimate’s per-pixel standard deviation. Thus, the proposed network has the

advantage of training through likelihood estimation to capture the variance of

input data while enabling stochastic uncertainty estimation on the variability in

the network outputs caused by random sampling from the base distribution.

4.5 Experimental Results

4.5.1 Network Configuration

In the following experiments, the network trains on a set of 100,000 data sam-

ples. The working image size is 256 by 256 pixels. The domain of image values

is between 0 and 1. Calculations of MSE in later analyses cast values to integers

between 0 and 255. To keep network training fast and memory efficient, this

work constructs the network with L = 3 levels and κ = 5 steps of flow.

4.5.2 Single-Sample Inference

Single inference execution on random samples best demonstrates the network’s

reconstruction ability. Figure 4.4 shows a comparison of the inferred output to

the ground-truth HR images at various target GSDs. The top row shows the

LR images at a GSD of 28 meters. The middle and bottom rows show the net-

work output and ground-truth HR images, respectively, at the specified target
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GSDs. The comparison shows that the SR predictions become more consistent

with topographical information and effectively enhance the LR image by strate-

gically adding detailed information where necessary. The network does not

just sharpen the image through a naı̈ve filter, but rather learns context about

similar local topographies to fill in missing information. The network renders

SR estimates that are visually similar to the associated ground truth images.

Perception of contextual features indicates that the process intrinsically learns

image recognition with a rigorous foundation. Qualitatively, lunar topograph-

ical features, like ridgelines and craters, become more defined and less blurry

and other large image features, such as shading and luminance, become more

resolved. Quantitatively, the images that the network produces carry high SSIM

and PSNR values when compared to their associated ground-truth target. This

study demonstrates that the network learns to create reconstructions that struc-

turally agree with the posterior distribution.

4.5.3 Monte Carlo Inference

The probabilistic nature of the network means that the network can attempt to

estimate at scale factors higher than those on which it trains. Because such data

is outside of the training distribution, tasks that rely on Monte Carlo methods

become more robust as confidence scores accompany SR estimates. Therefore,

dependent vision tasks may choose an appropriate level of confidence at which

they use the resulting SR image. Repeated sampling to study the effect ap-

proximation has on network behavior can inform robust SR inference. While

a single-inference pass of the network performs well and demonstrates good

reconstruction performance, multiple inferences derive a more comprehensive
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(a) GSD: 13
meters

SSIM 0.838
PSNR 29.28 dB

(b) GSD: 15
meters

SSIM 0.866
PSNR 27.90 dB

(c) GSD: 11
meters

SSIM 0.867
PSNR 30.88 dB

(d) GSD: 17
meters

SSIM 0.884
PSNR 30.93 dB

(e) GSD: 10
meters

SSIM 0.943
PSNR 34.33 dB

Figure 4.4: Single-inference estimates (middle) compared to the low-resolution
input (top) and the high-resolution target (bottom).

reconstruction estimate, one that stochastically captures multiple possible out-

comes. An analysis of multiple inference passes demonstrates convergence es-

timates that are robust to random sampling of the base distribution. Doing so

shows the power of learning a change-of-variables mapping between the base

and source distributions rather than a direct mapping between LR images and

one-off SR targets.

Applying inverted passes of the network to samples from the network’s base

distribution creates a set of M SR estimates. Calculation of the sample mean over

this set of network outputs creates a final SR-image approximation.

IMC SR =
1
M

M∑
i

ISRi (4.11)
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The per-pixel sample variance of the set derives the aleatoric uncertainty

of network predictions. The number of times the processes must sample the

base distribution to create a robust SR estimate is an unknown quantity. To

solve for it, a simulation studies the effect that changing the number of infer-

ence passes has on the resulting SR approximation. Figure 4.5 shows percep-

tual metrics calculated when evaluating at a 4× scale factor. It shows that an

increase in base distribution sampling leads to an improvement in perceptual-

quality reconstruction. In accordance with the Central Limit Theorem, the re-

sults show that network performance converges quickly. The 95% confidence

intervals of PSNR, SSIM, MSE, and UQI at 20 inference passes, are 32.53 ± 0.31

dB, 0.8± 0.01, 45.68± 3.96 pixels2, and 0.83± 0.01, respectively. As 4× represents

the largest possible scale factor at which the network expects to operate and

for resource efficiency, this work sizes the number of samples to create a robust

estimate of ISR at a lower bound of 20 inference passes. Therefore, this lower

bound is sufficiently large enough to capture network behavior and ensure that

performance has nearly converged as perceptual quality becomes more robust

through Monte Carlo approximation. By creating an SR approximation from

multiple inference passes, the network demonstrates the ability to generate a

diverse set of SR estimates that is robust to outlier and lower quality samples.

Figure 4.6 shows example SR reconstructions of a single 28-meter GSD LR

image at progressively higher target-resolutions. The top row represents the

sample mean of the network’s output across the set of 20 predicted SR sam-

ples. The middle row shows the per-pixel standard deviation of the set. The

confidence of the network overlays the sample mean to clearly illustrate uncer-

tainty in the context of spatial features. The bottom row shows the respective

ground truth targets. A Monte Carlo simulation investigates network behav-
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Figure 4.5: Monte Carlo reconstruction performance at 4×magnification.

ior and confidence when targeting different scale factors. Specifically, the net-

work evaluates on a validation set of randomly created HR-LR pairs. Figure

4.7 relates the average uncertainty of the network across a validation set with

scale factor. Network confidence on predictions is generally steady across the

range of scale factors in the training set. However, the variance of network un-

certainty decreases as scale factor increases. This behavior shows that training

across multiple scale factors teaches the network to perform SR more generally

than if a single scale factor trains the network. Therefore, the network should

have similar confidences across many scale factors. However, as scale factor

increases, the lower-bound uncertainty increases and upper-bound uncertainty

decreases. This convergence indicates that network predictions become more

consistent at higher scale factors.
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(a) GSD: 28 meters (b) GSD: 21 meters (c) GSD: 14 meters (d) GSD: 7 meters

Figure 4.6: Example network uncertainty map.

Figure 4.7: Average uncertainty over the domain of operational scale factors.

4.5.4 Multiscale Conditioning Study

The proposed method employs multiple scale factors during the same training

session by attempting to teach the model SR more generally and reducing de-
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pendency on learning the inverse of a specific degradation function. Another

motivation for using multiple scaling factors is elimination of model retraining

at each time for a new magnification. The cost in both time and storage space

is burdensome and inefficient. The ability to estimate SR images at multiple

scales gives users more flexibility over choice of image quality, usefulness, and

interpretability than alternative approaches.

However, is it in fact better to train at multiple scale factors than just one?

A study investigates the proposed model trained on both cases. Single-scale

training sees a significantly larger number of SR examples at that scale than

multiscale training. The models evaluate on the same validation set at 4×mag-

nification. Figure 4.8 compares 4× SR estimates created, using approximation

through sampling, by the two models. Visually, both models create realistic en-

hancements that are consistent with the ground-truth target. The results, which

Table 4.1 presents, numerically compare model performance, size, and speed.

The scale factor of the validation set, for which the approach calculates all the

perceptual quality metrics, is 4×. The proposed network results use multiple-

sample inference.

Multiscale training infers nearly identical quality 4× SR images as single-

scale training while improving inference efficiency. Additionally, SR tasks that

require estimation at multiple scaling factors need only one model, which re-

sults in a computational and memory-efficient multiscale solution. This adept-

ness marks a significant improvement over the linearly-growing memory re-

quirement for retraining the model at different magnifications.
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4.5.5 State-of-the-Art Comparison

Figure 4.8 and Table 4.1 benchmark the proposed method against popular state-

of-the-art SR architectures based on normalizing flows (SRFlow [159]) and dis-

crete latent-variable CNNs (EDSR [144]). EDSR produces impressive results on

remote sensing imagery [252]. The results report network performance using

20 inference passes. As these standard models are not specifically designed for

multiscale SR estimation, each model trains on single-scale 4× lunar data. This

work trains all networks according to the same procedure described in their

designs, with the exception that EDSR trains at a learning rate of 5e-4 without

decay. Visually, the sample-mean SR image produced by the proposed architec-

ture is closer to the corresponding ground-truth image. The sample-mean SR

image appears less blurry with more refined features than the results for other

networks. The results show that the proposed architecture trained at both sin-

gle and multiple scale factor(s) is competitive with the state of the art across all

perceptual quality metrics. The network’s performance on MSE is a significant

improvement over competing solutions. Additionally, the network improves

images better than naı̈ve bicubic upsampling does.

Integration with onboard processing pays close attention to memory load

and execution speed. Table 4.2 comparison of these values with those for

competitor networks. A single Nvidia Tesla K80 benchmarks inference speed.

The proposed network is lightweight and contains far fewer parameters while

achieving performances that compete with the state of the art. However, to de-

sign for more robustness, inference speed shows a tradeoff with performance,

as Figures 4.5 and 4.9 show. EDSR and SRFlow carry far more hidden layers

than the proposed architecture, such that they learn to generalize the training
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SR Method
Training Set
Scale Factor PSNR (dB) ↑ SSIM ↑ MSE (pixels2) ↓

Bicubic – 25.53 ± 0.54 0.8 ± 0.06 183.32 ± 22.33
EDSR 4× 32.91 ± 4.87 0.83 ± 0.06 55.83 ± 48.36
SRFlow 4× 13.71 ± 2.91 0.43 ± 0.11 3361.79 ± 1936.3
Proposed 4× 32.68 ± 2.85 0.83 ± 0.06 42.32 ± 22.97
Proposed U(1×, 4×) 32.87 ± 3.11 0.82 ± 0.07 41.74 ± 23.92

Table 4.1: Comparison results at 4× magnification on the 600-image validation
set.

data. However, each competing network’s performance will suffer if it is re-

duced to the size of the proposed network. As EDSR is an autoencoder, it re-

quires a significantly large latent encoder-decoder scheme to generalize what

it learns through training. Conversely, SRFlow reports significantly worse re-

construction accuracy compared to EDSR and the proposed architecture. This

worse performance stems directly from ghosting and artifacting learned dur-

ing a less-stable training process. A smaller SRFlow model will encounter this

same issue. Therefore, this comparison concludes that the proposed architec-

ture achieves competitive, if not better, performance than the state of the art

with a much lighter model. The implementation of the network can execute the

samples batch-wise. As Figure 4.9 shows, inference speed scales nearly linearly

with the number of passes to create the sample-mean estimate. Therefore, the

process allows enough flexibility during design to create a robust estimation

process without sacrificing significant performance.

The results show that the performance of the proposed network represents

a significant improvement in inference speed and resource utilization while

achieving state-of-the-art performance. The lightweight composition is useful

for both online autonomous vision tasks and offline automated post-processing.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 4.8: Visual network comparisons.

4.5.6 Landmark Identification Experiment

Enhanced mapping of landmarks increases navigation autonomy and improves

the speed and accuracy of subsequent dependent tasks. While measurements
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SR Method
Model Size

(# of Parameters)
Model Size

(MB) ↓

Per-Sample Inference
Speed (seconds) ↓

EDSR 43,080,709 164.4 3.23
SRFlow 39,541,811 215.3 0.26
Proposed 1,288,710 5.1 0.04

Table 4.2: Network Size and Speed Comparison.

Figure 4.9: Scaling execution speed according to number of inference passes.

of perceptual quality of SR reconstructions demonstrate the proposed architec-

ture’s performance, task-based evaluations are crucial for demonstrating pos-

sible integration in future missions. Since SR algorithms help improve vision

tasks by enhancing the images on which they operate, evaluation in the context

of commonly-planned activities is effective and another way to demonstrate

their overall performance [15, 55, 93, 199]. Typical vision tasks like object recog-

nition, face recognition, image registration, semantic segmentation and space-

based tasks like landmark identification and terrain modeling rely on extracting
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visual features from images. One mission-critical OpNav task consists of identi-

fying landmarks to navigate relative to surface terrain. Unlike Earth, other plan-

etary bodies do not (yet) have human-made features like vehicles and buildings.

However, the natural terrain contains an abundance of features. Use of these

features for navigation requires identification of landmarks to track as the space-

craft moves about its operational domain. To improve landmark identification,

SR must clearly demonstrate the ability to resolve distinguishable features so

that the navigation subsystem can identify more landmarks from LR images.

The following study illustrates the network’s feasibility for landmark iden-

tification and location estimation of in-view objects (e.g., rovers and habitats)

on the lunar surface. For this study, the network enhances 28-meter LR im-

ages to those at 21 meters, 14 meters, and 7 meters. As an example, Figure 4.10

shows the results of keypoint-feature detection for identification of common fea-

tures between SR estimates and their associated 7-meter ground-truth image. To

demonstrate the capability of the network for landmark identification tasks, a

simple brute-force matcher uses Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF (ORB) de-

scriptors to efficiently identify matching features between the predicted and 7-

meter native images [196]. This work uses ORB as it performs feature detection

better than SURF while being comparable in accuracy to and almost two orders

of magnitude faster than SIFT [18, 157]. It determines final matches by applying

the ratio test to the reconstruction’s corresponding 7-meter native image [156].

The proposed method compares SR estimates to the 7-meter native image rather

than the HR target at the specific resolution the network is targeting to demon-

strate the network’s ability to bridge the performance gap between imaging sys-

tems that take observations at 28 meters and 7 meters. This approach shows

that proper integration can enable the lower-resolution imaging system (that
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produces 28-meter observations) to identify landmarks at the same accuracy as

that of the higher-resolution imaging system. As scale factor increases, ORB fea-

ture identification finds more corresponding landmarks. Keypoint matches are

less localized as well, which means that more distinct features of different re-

gions in the image become useful. Additionally, lower scale factors hold higher

chances of false matches passing the ratio test.

Figure 4.11 shows that the number of identifiable features increases with

scale factor. It extends the feature-detection task across the entire multiscale

validation set. The study shows that the SR estimates produced by the net-

work enhance images to higher resolutions while adding the necessary infor-

mation needed for landmark identification. The curve consistently increases

but asymptotically converges as the scale factor increases to the largest one on

which the network trains, ultimately saturating the ORB matcher’s detection

ability. This behavior is likely due to saturating sub-pixel level details and the

number of possible outcomes in the SR process but shows that higher scale fac-

tors lead to higher levels of landmark identification accuracy.

4.5.7 Ground Position Determination Evaluation

Landmark identification is useful in a wide range of remote sensing applications

but is particularly important for both in-orbit and surface navigation tasks. Ac-

curate identification of ground locations determines relative position in the op-

erational domain. To practically demonstrate the ability and usefulness of this

work and advocate for its integration to improve OpNav efforts, another task-

based evaluation applies landmark identification to rover position determina-
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(a) GSD: 7 meters (b) GSD: 14 meters

(c) GSD: 21 meters (d) GSD: 28 meters

Figure 4.10: Example keypoint matching between the super-resolved (left) and
native (right) images.

Figure 4.11: Keypoint-match count over the domain of operational scale factors.
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tion. For this use case, a rover on the lunar surface includes navigation sensors

to identify objects in its observable environment from a ground-perspective.

This work randomly places the rover inside the bounds of an image. As Figure

4.10 shows, the ground observations yield the same landmarks identified from

an overhead perspective and measure the rover’s distance to each landmark.

This work assumes that the ground-based measurement noise is zero-mean

Gaussian with a 10-meter standard deviation. The white and black vectors in-

dicate SR-derived landmarks and in-situ rover measurements, respectively. The

black vector denotes the rover’s location relative to the image’s origin. Through

use of these measurements and estimation of landmark locations via the pro-

cess described in Section 4.5.6, a least-squares solution determines the rover’s

location on the lunar surface relative to the image’s origin. In the initializa-

tion case shown in Figure 4.10, the proposed method accurately calculates the

rover’s position relative to the image’s origin to 0.577 meters. Figure 4.13 cal-

culates position estimation accuracy across the entire validation set. Increasing

the scale factor improves landmark identification by using more features in the

image, thus improving the accuracy of finding the rover’s location. As the scale

factor of SR predictions doubles from 2× to 4×, estimation accuracy also ap-

proximately doubles. This result demonstrates that enhancing images through

SR post-processing significantly improves rover geolocation accuracy, increases

autonomous navigation capabilities in ground environments and reduces the

duration required for surface tasks. In-orbit relative navigation tasks, which

also rely on landmark tracking, can easily accommodate this application of SR

to surface navigation as well.
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Figure 4.12: Example lunar rover geolocation case at an SR target of 7-meter
GSD.

4.6 Conclusion

Researchers have applied deep learning to several aspects of the remote sens-

ing image processing and analysis pipeline. Neural networks enable fast and

scalable processing on sizable datasets and are important to the development

of fully (or partially) autonomous systems. The removal of all need for hu-

man intervention dramatically increases processing ability. This change is espe-

cially important as more systems continuously increase observation rates. For

SR tasks, neural networks attempt to improve image resolution by recovering

details through priors learned by training on similar data.

The results in this work demonstrate the power of training a conditional nor-

malizing flow network for multiscale lunar SR. They show that the proposed
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Figure 4.13: Geolocation error over the domain of operational scale factors.

architecture outperforms the state of the art in SR while quantifying network

uncertainty on predictions, something that eludes SR networks. This improve-

ment helps users to better understand network confidence and thus the image’s

information potential and relevance for subsequent vision tasks. Enhancing im-

ages to meet usability requirements helps lower the cost of commercial imaging

systems through training multiscale SR on large datasets from past missions of

a similar environment. Adding a way to quantify uncertainty makes network

integration in real-world systems more robust, reliable, and trustworthy. The

architecture is lightweight enough to be efficiently implemented on FPGAs and

FPGA-CPU co-processors for onboard inference. Because the network outper-

forms several popular state-of-the-art SR architectures and proves successful in

task-based evaluations, an image acquisition pipeline can effectively integrate

the network to enhance spaceborne imaging systems. Application domains in-
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clude gathering higher-resolution images farther away from a target body, small

satellite imaging, ISR, OpNav, and geological surveys. For the cases studied

here, the bottom line is that SR improves landmark identification and therefore

surface location of autonomous vehicles on planetary surfaces. Other SR do-

mains, like astrometric observations, facial recognition, medical imaging, and

additional tasks that rely on general image enhancement can also train the net-

work.
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CHAPTER 5

MULTIPLICATIVE UNSCENTED KALMAN FILTERING USING

QUATERNION MEASUREMENTS

5.1 Introduction

Kalman filtering is the standard practice of fusing state dynamics and measure-

ments to reduce measurement uncertainty and robustly track system behavior.

Using a filter often produces state estimates that are closer to the true value.

Kalman filters are built upon the premise of propagating a Gaussian random

variable through the system dynamics. The traditional Kalman filter solves

linear dynamics under the assumption that measurement noise is Gaussian.

Since its inception, several different filtering methods have been built upon the

Kalman filter. The extended Kalman filter (EKF) has become the standard in

nonlinear estimation. In an EKF, the state distribution is approximated by a

Gaussian random variable to solve a first-order linearization of a nonlinear sys-

tem. From this approximation, large errors in the mean and covariance of the

filter can arise, leading to under-performing or diverging behavior [240]. The

UKF aims to solve this issue through a statistical approach to filtering. The state

distribution is represented by a minimal set of carefully-chosen points, known

as sigma points, that approximate a Gaussian random variable. The UKF cap-

tures the accuracy of the posterior mean and covariance for any nonlinearity to

the third order [240]. Unlike the EKF, its process model does not include the

calculation of any Jacobians when propagating state dynamics. Additionally, it

carries the same order of computational complexity as the EKF and has demon-

strated significantly better performance in a state-estimation context [114].
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Various EKF and UKF solutions are widely applied to the realm of spacecraft

attitude and state estimation. The most popular UKF for tracking attitude is

the Unscented Quaternion Estimator (USQUE) [53]. The filter applies standard

unscented transformations to attitude-vector and gyroscope measurements. It

shows that the use of a UKF creates more robust attitude estimates than an anal-

ogous EKF. The filter’s state is a combination of a three-parameter representa-

tion of local attitude error using generalized Rodrigues parameters (GRP) and a

three-parameter estimate of gyroscope bias. The current attitude estimate is up-

dated using a multiplicative approach that converts between GRPs and quater-

nion representations so that the filter is able to use both an unconstrained error

estimate and a globally nonsingular attitude representation. A rate-integrating

gyroscope is used to propagate the global quaternion estimate. The use of a

gyroscope to produce angular velocity measurements and propagate a quater-

nion estimate forward in time is commonplace in the development of attitude

dynamics and control systems.

In image-based navigation algorithms, however, obtaining angular rate mea-

surements is not trivial. Such methods more easily derive first-order attitude

measurements. Additionally, many popular vision algorithms that carry appli-

cations in spaceflight directly generate either local or global rotation estimates

that are easily converted into a quaternion representation. This work describes

an MUKF inspired by USQUE that does not rely on the use of angular velocity

measurements to propagate the system. Additionally, the measurement model

relies only on the use of global attitude measurements represented by quater-

nions. Converting between quaternion and GRP forms compute the observation

mean and covariances. These measurements derive from star trackers, TRN

methods, and vision systems that infer global rotation of the spacecraft relative
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to an inertial reference frame. The ability to incorporate such measurements

for attitude estimation makes the use of machine learning and analytical vision

solutions for attitude estimation more robust.

5.2 Multiplicative Unscented Kalman Filtering

The goal of filtering is to project ahead a distribution in the state vector space,

characterized by a mean and covariance. Unscented filtering relies on approx-

imating a probability distribution rather than a nonlinear function. It extends

the unscented transformation, a way of calculating the statistics of a nonlinear

transformation of a random variable, to recursive estimation. The filter propa-

gates the sigma points using a process model to create an estimate for the ex-

pected state dynamics. The prediction step generates a mean and covariance

of the predicted state variables. The measurement model creates an analogous

observation mean and covariance using sensor measurements. Finally, the filter

updates its current state estimate. By comparing real-world observations to in-

ternal predictions, the filter updates the probability distribution, thereby track-

ing spacecraft states. As the measurements assume to be Gaussian-distributed,

the filter can take advantage of the Gaussian nature of the uncertainty by strate-

gically choosing a minimal set of particles, thus allowing uncertainty to be mod-

eled by a covariance matrix. Therefore, the internal state vector updates stochas-

tically by using a set of 2n sigma points, χ, that model the distribution’s mean

and covariance [53]. These points define the true mean and covariance of the

random variable that governs the state distribution. The scalar λ is used to cap-

ture high-order errors. Its use is introduced and described at length by [53].
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σt−δt ← 2n columns from ±
√

(n + λ)[P+t−δt + Qt−δt] (5.1)

χt−δt(0) = x̂+t−δt (5.2)

χt−δt(i) = σt−δt(i) + x̂+t−δt (5.3)

The filter samples observations at a fixed rate, δt. Three GRPs that represent

attitude estimation error, δϱ̂ = (δϱ1, δϱ2, δϱ3)T and a three-parameter angular ve-

locity, ω̂ = (ωx, ωy, ωz)T define the internal state vector. The state has a known

mean and covariance.

x̂+t =

δϱ̂
+
t

ω̂+t

 (5.4)

5.2.1 Process Model

Each sigma point propagates through the nonlinear process model. The pro-

cess model uses system dynamics to predict the filter’s prior state vector while

accounting for the influence of process noise. The UKF uses a simple process

model in which motions involve only constant angular velocity, to approximate

spacecraft dynamics. The filter relies on propagating and updating the nominal

quaternion using unconstrained error GRPs. When the errors are small, they

relate directly to roll, pitch and yaw errors. To propagate the attitude estimate
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using a globally nonsingular representation, the three-parameter estimation er-

rors convert into a quaternion error, δq+(i) = (δq+V(i), δq+4 (i))T [53].

δq+4 t−δt(i) =
−a||χδϱt−δt(i)||

2 + f
√

f 2 + (1 − a)2||χδϱt−δt(i)||2

f 2 + ||χδϱt−δt(i)||2
(5.5)

δq+V t−δt(i) = f −1(a + δq+4 t−δt(i))χ
δϱ
t−δt(i) (5.6)

The constants a = 1 and f = 2(a + 1) derive from a recommendation by [53].

Quaternion behavior is not trivially compatible with an additive UKF. Through

such an approach, the mean rotation results from an average sum, which does

not guarantee that the predicted quaternion is unit norm. Therefore, the error-

quaternion updates the current estimate through quaternion multiplication, re-

sulting in a multiplicative-error approach that preserves quaternion normaliza-

tion. The multiplicative step allows the quaternion to propagate in the direction

consistent with the constraint. Each of the error quaternions, δq+t−δt(i), perturbs

the current global quaternion estimate, q̂+t−δt, to create a new collection of quater-

nions, q̂+t−δt(i).

q̂+t−δt(i) = δq
+
t−δt(i) ⊗ q̂+t−δt (5.7)

The process model assumes motion with constant angular velocity. Previ-

ous works have shown that this approach provides robust predictions [125].

The sigma points corresponding to the angular velocity of the previous state

estimate decompose into rotations where each is represented by axis-angle rep-

resentation, where an angle α∆ rotates about the axis e∆.
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ω̂t = ω̂t−δt (5.8)

α∆ = |ω̂t−δt| · δt (5.9)

e∆ =
ω̂t−δt

|ω̂t−δt|
(5.10)

q∆ =

e∆ sin(α∆2 )

cos(α∆2 )

 (5.11)

The corresponding quaternion, q∆, denotes a rotation that propagates the cur-

rent estimate forward in time. The quaternion, q∆, and previous attitude, q+t−δt,

determines the new attitude, q−t , through quaternion multiplication. successive

rotations of q∆ and q+t−δt(i) describes each resulting quaternion, q̂−t (i).

q̂−t (i) = q̂+t−δt(i) ⊗ q∆ (5.12)

The difference between the propagated quaternion and its best estimate calcu-

lates the propagated error quaternion.

δq−t (i) = q̂−t (i) ⊗ [q̂−t (0)]−1 (5.13)

The updated error-quaternion converts back into an estimation error repre-

sented by GRPs to avoid propagating an over-defined attitude representation.

χδϱt (i) = f
δq−V t(i)

a + δq−4 t(i)
(5.14)
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5.2.2 Prediction Step

During the prediction step, the filter passes each sigma point through the pro-

cess model. Operating the unscented transform on the transformed sigma

points and process noise covariance, Q, yields estimates for the predicted mean,

x̂−, and the predicted covariance, Pxx. It is recommended to follow the proce-

dure presented by [53] to calculate the process noise covariance.

x̂−t =
1

n + λ

(
λχt(0) + 1

2

∑2n
i=1 χt(i)

)
(5.15)

Pxx
t =

1
n + λ

(
λ[χt(0) − x̂−t ][χt(0) − x̂−t ]T + 1

2

∑2n
i=1[χt(i) − x̂−t ][χt(i) − x̂−t ]T

)
+ Qt

(5.16)

5.2.3 Measurement Model

The sensor measurement, q̃t, derives from technologies that produce global atti-

tude estimates relative to an inertial reference frame, such as star trackers, regis-

tration algorithms, vision systems, and machine learning models. The measure-

ment model integrates these attitude observations represented by quaternions

with the filter. The straightforward additive approach to deriving the measure-

ment residual, or innovation, is not trivial. Rather, this residual is defined by the

quaternion difference product between the measured quaternion and the set of

propagated quaternions.

δq̃t(i) = q̃t ⊗ [q̂−t (i)]−1 (5.17)
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For simplicity in computing the observation mean and associated covari-

ance, each quaternion residual converts into one described by GRPs, δϱ̃. How-

ever, any three-parameter representation can be used. Similar works employ

the use of the vector component of quaternions [134]. The proposed approach

of converting to GRPs provides consistency with the process model and, as with

the use of any three-parameter representation, enables the mean of the residual

and the observation covariance to be represented in terms of small rotation er-

rors about each Euler axis that are understandable and directly reportable in

units of radians or degrees. This approach works best under the assumption

that errors are small. In such cases, the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix

are almost aligned with the attitude update [53].

δϱ̄t =
1

n + λ

(
λδϱ̃t(0) + 1

2

∑2n
i=1 δϱ̃t(i)

)
(5.18)

Pzz
t =

1
n + λ

(
λδϱ̃t(0)δϱ̃T

t (0) + 1
2

∑2n
i=1 δϱ̃t(i)δϱ̃T

t (i)
)

(5.19)

5.2.4 Update Step

The update step combines the information gathered from the predicted state

dynamics with the new observations. After the sigma points convert into the

measurement space using the measurement model, the posterior mean and co-

variance is computed with the unscented transform. The cross-covariance ma-

trix, Pxz, results from applying the unscented transform to the propagated sigma

points and measurement.
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Pxz
t =

1
n + λ

(
λ[χt(0) − x̂−t ]δϱ̃T

t (0) + 1
2

∑2n
i=1[χt(i) − x̂−t ]δϱ̃T

t (i)
)

(5.20)

The filter seeks to minimize estimation variance by minimizing the main diag-

onal of the posterior covariance. Thus, the Kalman gain, K, aims to minimize

the trace of the posterior. It produces an estimate of how well the filter believes

it performs compared to the quality of the observations. At steady state, the

Kalman gain is the optimal matrix gain that minimizes the covariance of the es-

timation error. The Kalman gain is computed using the cross-covariance matrix,

Pxz, and innovation matrix, Pνν. The term St denotes the measurement covari-

ance matrix.

Pννt = Pzz
t + St (5.21)

K = Pxz
t [Pννt ]−1 (5.22)

The attitude-error vector of the new state estimate, x̂+δϱt , is the mean of the mea-

surement residual, δϱ̄. This state update does not follow the traditional ap-

proach that involves the use of the Kalman gain. Instead, the Kalman gain

is only built into the covariance update. As the covariance updates with the

Kalman gain, the state updates consistent with the measurements.

x̂+δϱt = δϱ̄t (5.23)

P+t = Pxx
t − KPννKT (5.24)
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The last part of the process follows the standard reset procedures in [53]. The

attitude-error component of the state, converted into a quaternion, updates the

current global quaternion estimate. The state’s attitude error resets to zero in

preparation of executing the filter when the next measurement is gathered.

q̂+t = δq̂t ⊗ q̂−t (0) (5.25)

5.3 Conclusion

This work presents an MUKF that extends USQUE to use quaternion measure-

ments produced by star trackers, TRN algorithms, and vision systems that di-

rectly estimate attitude. The filter uses a multiplicative approach to propagate

a global attitude estimate represented by quaternions while employing a local

attitude-error state represented by GRPs to avoid being overdefined. The mea-

surement model relies only on the use of global attitude measurements repre-

sented by quaternions. The process model assumes constant angular velocity

to eliminate the reliance on rate-integrating gyroscope angular measurements.

This approach can combine with other measurement models to include the use

of multiple sensors. Being able to reduce the reliance on any single sensor,

such as gyroscopes, while increasing the amount of available sensor informa-

tion leads to a more robust attitude estimation process. This filter offers a solu-

tion to integrate computer vision and machine learning algorithms that directly

estimate attitude into robust and trusted filtering techniques. By doing so, it

contributes a way to make learning systems more reliable for navigation pur-

poses so that future generations of flight vehicles become more autonomous.
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CHAPTER 6

SPACECRAFT STATE ESTIMATION USING NEURAL RADIANCE

FIELDS

6.1 Introduction

Many environments in which spacecraft operate are poorly specified, such as

proximity operations near small bodies, navigation in hazardous terrain, or

precise EDL. Despite the many unknowns in such situations, mission assur-

ance demands that spacecraft completely understand what is observable. In

such cases, state-of-the-art navigation technologies attempt to ensure accurate

results for somewhat autonomous navigation. For example, close-proximity

missions launched to date take advantage of SPC to create landmark maps of

small bodies. In turn the maps are used to analytically derive states such as

relative position and attitude. The current generation of Mars rovers navigates

autonomously from their current locations to waypoints that NASA engineers

specify. Their navigation algorithm subdivides the camera’s field-of-view into a

grid and marks potentially hazardous areas. These and other approaches have

served the interests of science well in recent years.

However, such navigation approaches have several drawbacks. Among

them, these solutions are designed specifically for each mission. While their

adaptability for implementation in similar missions may be improved, the cost

and schedule impacts of re-designing such algorithms are significant. These

navigation algorithms also require human intervention. These processes sig-

nificantly slow down operational efficiency. For example, sample-return mis-

sions dedicate significant amounts of a mission timeline to surveying and
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information-gathering in addition to multiple rehearsal TAG maneuvers. Fur-

thermore, current solutions place heavy demands on DSN antenna time, which

leads to round-trip light-time communication delays and low bit-rate commu-

nication. These limitations motivate the use of onboard autonomous navigation

technologies for deep space exploration. Fully onboard execution of accurate

navigation algorithms promises to dramatically improve operational efficiency,

reduce reliance on the heavily congested DSN, improve overall mission safety

and reliability, and speed up necessary fundamental tasks – all while reducing

costs and boosting science return.

However successful they may have been to date, their capabilities remain

limited. NASA’s AutoNav technology performs onboard autonomous naviga-

tion that finds landmarks on target-body images to compute relative position

and attitude. Onboard missions including Deep Space 1 and Deep Impact have

used AutoNav to correct spacecraft trajectories [26]. During the approach to

asteroid Itokawa, the autonomous capabilities of the Hayabusa spacecraft were

restricted to within 500 meters of the asteroid’s surface and during the TAG ma-

neuver phase [267]. Additionally, Hayabusa used artificial markers to cancel

the horizontal motion relative to the asteroid surfaces [127]. During the de-

sign process, OSIRIS-REx removed the primary lidar autonomous navigation

system due to reliability issues. In its place, the mission implemented NFT

to track landmarks across observed images and compare them to terrain mod-

els rendered from a catalog [154]. SPC shape models generated during the ex-

ploratory and information gathering phases of the mission serve as a basis for

the catalog of terrain models. The fully autonomous navigation phase of the

mission includes the orbit departure maneuver, which is the period 4.3 hours

prior to sampling and when it is at least 125 meters from the surface, TAG,
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and the subsequent backaway maneuver [154]. Lastly, the OpNav system on

the Orion spacecraft is implemented solely on the emergency-return system for

use in autonomous operation when ground communication is lost. The body-

fixed OpNav camera uses the Moon or Earth to provide positional estimates

[99]. Reliability motivates the use of a star tracker for attitude estimation. All of

the aforementioned navigation techniques implement Kalman filters to resolve

time-based state measurements.

While these missions returned significant information and pushed the

boundaries of scientific investigation, the inefficiency of current operations war-

rants the investigation of an autonomous navigation framework that enables

accurate, robust, and reliably safe multi-mission operations in complex and dy-

namic environments. One example that motivates such a framework is that,

upon arrival to asteroid Itokawa, the primary autonomous GNC descending

system of the Hayabusa spacecraft did not work as intended because the as-

teroid was too asymmetric and its terrain too rough [126]. Systems that infer,

disseminate, and act on collected information are vital to addressing this prob-

lem. Researchers design machine learning systems for pose estimation in au-

tonomous rendezvous and docking tasks [123], global trajectory optimization

[102], satellite health monitoring [95], autonomous shape modeling [97], and

optimal interplanetary trajectory guidance [104]. Although machine learning

is abundant in GNC research problems, its application to spacecraft relative-

kinematics estimation is scarce due to the accuracy required for obtaining pin-

point estimates.

Scene representation and novel view synthesis involve learning about a sys-

tem’s surroundings by interpreting contextual information from a spacecraft’s
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own sensors [99]. Given a set of environmental observations, these networks

can present a new observation from a location it has not yet visited provided

that the learned scene contains complete environmental information. The per-

formance of state-of-the-art learning-based view synthesis approaches are ac-

curate enough for use in a spacecraft operational environment. Prior work

demonstrates the potential of neural networks, especially view synthesis net-

works, to generate high-accuracy estimates of a priori information of RSOs for

navigation purposes [97]. This work builds upon the concept of view synthe-

sis and its extension to pose estimation to track spacecraft for TRN purposes.

It demonstrates the ability to significantly reduce mission costs and times nec-

essary for initial investigation by performing online computations aboard the

flight computer. Solutions that expand upon view synthesis create the opportu-

nity to obtain pre-filter camera pose measurements that meet strict spaceborne

operational requirements.

This work introduces the process of employing view synthesis and inference

networks to obtain pre-filter state-observation measurements that can be used

to meet strict autonomous on-board navigation requirements without build-

ing an explicit map of the operational domain. To do this, a model based on

NeRFs called NeRF in the Wild (NeRF-W) [162] learns contextual information

about the system’s surroundings to construct a scene representation from ob-

servations taken during prior exploration. The iNeRF framework [265] infers

pose estimates of the camera by ”inverting” a trained NeRF-W representation.

A Kalman filter that tracks position and attitude information in the J2000 co-

ordinate system of the target uses the resulting pose as a measurement. The

system not only learns to understand its explorable domain but is able to infer

previously unobserved states, e.g. position and attitude, from a single image
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given domain context. The present study evaluates such a network on simu-

lated data that resembles historical observations obtained during early phases

of missions to small bodies. The use of a NeRF and the iNeRF framework is

motivated by their state-of-the-art performances. This work presents a novel

approach to online state estimation for autonomous spacecraft navigation. It

offers the first application of view synthesis and neural radiance fields for state

inference in spaceborne TRN. Performing spacecraft pose inference by learning

to understand and reconstruct the scene rather than learn a one-to-one map-

ping between observation and pose shows that learning scene representations

is viable for autonomous spacecraft navigation.

6.2 Background and Related Works

6.2.1 Deep Learning for Pose Estimation

Pose estimation is a vision task that involves the detection and tracking of image

features to determine a camera’s or an object’s location and perspective relative

to the environment it lives in. Detecting and tracking poses in a scene allows

a machine to develop an understanding about how objects exist and interact in

physical space. Classical methods for 6 DOF pose estimation commonly employ

feature identification and matching with prior information, such as 3D mod-

els or landmark databases [12, 52, 73, 195]. Solutions that use deep learning

consistently achieve and improve upon state-of-the-art performances. Popular

approaches exploit various convolutional neural network (CNN) architectures

for end-to-end pose learning [117, 187, 203, 236, 246, 259] or to identify key fea-
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tures that can be used to derive pose [182, 216, 226, 232]. The application of

pose estimation in space is commonly found in areas like satellite tracking, ren-

dezvous and docking, and TRN [208]. Spacecraft relative-pose estimation tasks

aim to perform direct pose estimation relative to a target by training on a su-

pervised set of image-pose pairs. Just like their terrestrial-focused counterparts,

CNN architectures have shown state-of-the-art performances for learning a di-

rect mapping between observation and pose [98, 150, 185, 188, 204, 205]. Such

works aim to not only exploit the superior performance of neural networks,

but also improve upon terrestrial approaches by addressing key shortcomings

that a system may encounter when designing for and operating in space, such

as non-cooperative inertial reference frames, uncertainty quantification, and ro-

bustness to intrusive objects [204, 205].

None of the aforementioned methods of pose estimation draw upon the con-

cept of learning to understand the physical explorable scene through exploring

it, but rather learn to regress a direct mapping between an observation and

the camera’s pose. Due to significant recent advances in view synthesis, this

approach to pose estimation has gained attention as a high-potential method

for autonomous scene exploration [128, 194, 219, 241]. Localization by learn-

ing implicit mappings of a system’s surroundings is an ill-posed problem. Tra-

ditional machine learning methods for localization and SLAM tasks use mod-

els for learning visual odometry through encoding camera odometry explicitly

[243, 246]. However, these methods do not try to learn localization tasks in con-

text of an environment, which is a marginal problem. Making the localization

learning process well-posed requires learning both forward and reverse map-

pings.
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The iNeRF framework optimizes a pose estimation framework on top of a

NeRF [265]. It uses a NeRF as a continuous implicit 3D representation of the

scene to iteratively converge on an optimal pose estimate. The problem of pose

inference can be framed as a discriminative problem where a model regresses an

estimate of camera position and orientation of a specific observation. This de-

scription is essentially the reverse process of generating an observation from a

given camera pose, which is the goal of view synthesis. Therefore, iNeRF builds

on this idea by ”inverting” a NeRF through backpropagation to propose a pose

optimization framework that exploits learning based on view synthesis, rather

than learning a direct one-to-one mapping between observation and pose. The

iNeRF framework uses gradient descent to minimize the residual error between

an observed image and a NeRF reconstruction to create an estimate of the cam-

era pose of the observed image.

6.3 Synthetic Data Creation & Implementation

Due to the lack of a publicly-available dataset of spacecraft operations around

small bodies that includes both images and its respective ground-truth camera

pose, this work trains and tests on a synthetically-rendered dataset that mimics

different phases of a small-body mission. The operational environment includes

a highly-resolved static shape model of the target, a camera with a zoom lens,

and a directional light source placed randomly in the scene leaving a consis-

tent shading on the body. The camera’s zoom lens allows for a variable focal

length that makes more distant objects appear larger. The camera’s focal length

increases proportionally with distance from the body such that at a range of 0.5

and 15 kilometers the focal length is 35 millimeters and 700 millimeters, respec-
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tively. The specific target is Bennu. After studying the body at close range over

the course of three months, the OSIRIS-REx mission created a shape model at

a resolution of 75 centimeters, the most precise model of any prior small-body

mission. Rendered images use a higher-resolution shape model based on the 75-

centimeter Bennu model. Each triangle of the 75-centimeter model mesh splits

into multiple smaller triangles using midpoint subdivision to create a model

with sub-pixel level and higher-frequency surface features. To add more small

surface features to the shape model, each node of the body is randomly per-

turbed according to a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with standard deviation

of 10 meters. The scene’s lighting conditions are created to render images that

are visually similar to images taken during the early phases of past small-body

missions. Under conditions that the body has a low inertial spin rate, and a

flyby is faster than the spin rate, a consistent shading condition is acceptable.

Although training and testing is done using a shape model of Bennu, this work

aims to demonstrate that the presented method is not body-specific. Rather, this

work performs in a case where the body is inertially fixed or the maneuver is

fast enough such that lighting conditions don’t change significantly.

Each data sample includes an image and its corresponding camera pose rep-

resented as a homogeneous transformation matrix in the J2000 coordinate sys-

tem. The training set includes 8,000 images rendered within a range of 0.5 and

10 kilometers along each axis. Locations sample from a uniform distribution.

The camera’s attitude samples from a Gaussian distribution centered about a

0.5◦ pointing accuracy of the body’s geometric center. Figure 6.1 shows sam-

ples selected from the dataset. They are visually similar to those of past mis-

sions, with the exception that the smallest surface features appear as randomly-

generated rough terrain instead of rocks. Even though the camera has a variable
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Figure 6.1: Training samples.

focal length, the ground-sampling distance increases with range. The camera

captures images over a range of GSDs between 3 and 5 meters per pixel. This

behavior leads to a geometric dilution of precision (GDOP) based on the shape

model resolution, image size, and range.

6.4 State Estimation Process

6.4.1 Pre-Processing

To simplify the problem of using view synthesis to navigate in proximity to

a target, segmentation filters out the background sky from the image. The

images taken by the camera assume to include a large enough bit-depth such

that the profile of any shaded regions is distinguishable from the background

sky. Segmentation can be practically implemented through off-the-shelf so-

lutions using classical edge detection algorithms or segmentation networks
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[137, 238]. NeRF-W understands scenes with variable lighting conditions, dis-

cerns complex scenes, and distinguishes between scene objects and terrestrial

backgrounds [162]. However, segmenting the outer profile of the body moti-

vates simplicity so that the network only takes the relevant environment into

account. Removing the background from the scene allows the network to focus

on the lone body with a clear profile. Therefore, before processing any observa-

tions, an alpha value of zero hard-codes the background so the network knows

that it is transparent.

6.4.2 Obtaining Measurements

After building a refined shape model, past missions use it for landmark-based

navigation in later phases of the mission. The use of a NeRF is analogous; the

NeRF model provides a continuous implicit 3D representation of the scene to

replace the development of a refined shape model. Extending the application

of novel view synthesis to spaceborne applications requires fast, efficient, and

lightweight inference of networks that operate on continuous and differentiable

representations of a scene. This work uses the NeRF-W architecture, one of the

first works to build on the original NeRF. It optimizes a latent appearance code

to enable learning from less controlled multi-view collections of images, such

as those that include different lighting conditions [162]. NeRF-W learns static

and transient representations of the target-body using a NeRF. Therefore, it is

able to infer new observations from previously unexplored perspectives. The

NeRF-W model includes both appearance and transient encoding. The appear-

ance embedding creates a shared representation to allow the model to adapt to

photometric and environmental differences across images in the training data.
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The transient embedding facilitates an unsupervised disentanglement between

the static and transient aspects of the scene. All training hyperparameters are

the same as the original NeRF-W work, with the exception that the parameter

corresponding to the minimum importance assigned to each ray, βmin, is set as

0.1 to ensure more stable training. The model trains for 16 epochs at a learn-

ing rate of 5e-4 with no weight decay. Checkpoints save the model after each

epoch. To avoid overfitting, the following experiments use the checkpoint with

the lowest validation loss. The default configuration trains a model with 4 lay-

ers to reconstruct images at a height and width of 300 pixels and is capable of

running on a single GPU with 8 GB of RAM. For efficiency, however, all training

and analysis uses a Nvidia RTX 3090 GPU.

Instead of using a landmark identification and tracking algorithm that relies

on a shape model for localization or orbit determination, this work proposes to

use iNeRF, which relies on a NeRF, to infer relative position and attitude mea-

surements. To determine the pose of an image taken by the camera, labeled as

the camera observation, iNeRF starts by generating a new reconstructed obser-

vation at some initial pose. For all experiments, each pose optimization predic-

tion is initialized by sampling a zero-mean Gaussian distribution. The initial

error distributions have standard deviations of 1◦ over each J200 Euler axis and

100 meters in the spacecraft body-fixed radial direction. These values represent

possible initial rough sensor measurement using the DSN when navigating at

large distances from the target or commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) sensors when

operating much closer. An MSE loss compares a batch of pixels from the esti-

mated reconstruction to those from camera observation. All experiments use a

batch size of 2048 sampled rays. The batches stem from sampling a set of SIFT-

identified landmarks [265]. The loss backpropagates through the network using
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gradient descent to iteratively refine the initial guess. Backpropagation uses the

Adam optimizer at a learning rate of 1e-2. The iNeRF framework repeatedly

performs this process over a specified number of iterations to converge on a

pose whereby NeRF-W generates a reconstruction as close to the camera obser-

vation as possible. The prediction converges when no new lowest loss occurs

the past 50 iterations. The resulting pose is the prediction at the lowest corre-

sponding loss. It includes a direction-cosine matrix and translational terms cor-

responding to an estimate of the spacecraft’s attitude and position, respectively,

in the target’s J2000 coordinate system.

6.4.3 Kalman Filtering

The iNeRF framework infers a transformation matrix that describes a measure-

ment of attitude and position in the J2000 coordinate system. The camera frame

corresponds to the spacecraft body-fixed frame. The measured attitude is rep-

resented by a four-parameter quaternion, q̃. Position is measured as a three-

parameter vector, r̃, in the target-fixed reference frame. Two separate UKFs that

rely on iNeRF-inferred measurements individually track position and attitude

of the spacecraft relative to the target.

Unscented filtering involves forecasting a state through a distribution ex-

pressed by a mean and covariance. Estimates of position, r̂ = (rx, ry, rz), and

velocity, v̂ = (ṙx, ṙy, ṙz) compose the position filter’s state, x̂lin.

x̂lin
t =

r̂t

v̂t

 (6.1)
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Position estimation follows the standard UKF procedure [113, 240]. The pro-

cess model implements a simple approach in which velocity is assumed con-

stant. The process model uses straightforward first-order kinematic equations

to propagate linear states. The filter creates an estimate of the current state vec-

tor and its associated uncertainties through propagating a set of sigma points,

χ, through the process model.

χr
t (i) = χ

r
t−δt(i) + χ

v
t−δt(i) · δt (6.2)

χv
t (i) = χ

v
t−δt(i) (6.3)

The filter updates these estimates by using a weighted average on the compar-

ison between the expected state and sensor measurements. Using the result-

ing measurement and observation means and covariances, the state updates by

mapping the prediction based on the current observation information available.

A three-parameter estimate of attitude error represented by GRPs, δϱ̂ =

(δϱ0, δϱ1, δϱ2) and a three-parameter angular velocity, ω̂ = (ωx, ωy, ωz) describes

the attitude filter’s state, x̂ang.

x̂ang
t =

δϱ̂t

ω̂t

 (6.4)

Attitude filtering follows the procedure described in Chapter 5, which presents

an MUKF that operates on quaternion measurements. It employs a process

model that assumes constant angular velocity to eliminate the reliance on the
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use of a gyroscope to propagate state dynamics. This approach allows the fil-

ter to operate using only the quaternion measurements produced by the iNeRF

framework.

The process covariance matrices in each filter account for noise that may be

inherent to the system, such as mechanical vibrations, thermal distortions, sen-

sor aberrations, etc. Each filter’s measurement covariance draws from a covari-

ance analysis from similar data. A subset of samples that have similar visible

fractions (± 0.1) and phase angles (±18◦) to those of the observation calculates

the sample covariance at each prediction step.

6.5 Experimental Results

6.5.1 Tracking Performance Metrics

Tracking requirements from past and ongoing missions programs evaluate the

viability of the proposed process. This work uses navigation requirements and

technological capabilities to evaluate performance over the large span of oper-

ating ranges used in simulations. The hardest orbit determination (OD) and

landing requirements of past sample-return missions come from proximity op-

erations of the OSIRIS-REx mission. The position error requirement for Orbital

B phase during the site selection campaign is 20, 85, and 7 meters (3-σ) in the

radial, in-track, and cross-track directions. Descent and landing requirements

become even stricter during a small-body mission. They are driven by the ex-

pected terrain of the landing sites and the ability to land safely. The original

TAG requirements during mission design are 25 meters (2.85-σ) and 4.4◦ [24].
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Once it became clear that the largest hazard-free sites on Bennu are 8 meters

wide, landing sites were chosen based on potential for science return and mis-

sion success [25]. Another lander initiative, the NASA Autonomous Precision

Landing and Hazard Avoidance Technology (ALHAT) program, maintains a

3-σ lunar-landing error requirement of 90 meters [69]. Attitude estimation per-

formance evaluates by comparing to the accuracy of star trackers. The RMS

accuracy of most commercial star trackers fall in a range of roughly 10 to 100

arc-seconds (1-σ) [74]. The use of two star trackers can improve estimation ac-

curacy up to a factor of 10. Meeting such requirements demonstrates the viabil-

ity of the proposed method and its potential for being implemented as part of

future missions. The addition of any more information from other sensors and

algorithms would only improve performance.

6.5.2 Pre-filter Monte Carlo Investigations

Before using NeRF observations as sensor measurements in optimal filtering, it

is necessary to better understand the model’s behavior on OOD data of previ-

ously unseen locations and perspectives. The validation dataset includes 500

samples that cover a range up to 10 kilometers. Figure 6.2 summarizes the data.

The ”visible fraction” of each observation corresponds to the amount of the im-

age the body appears in and is represented as the fraction of pixels in the image

that the surface makes up. This metric encapsulates the range from the tar-

get and the possibility that the body is only partially in-frame. Therefore, it

properly evaluates the resulting measurement’s accuracy based on how visi-

ble and resolved the body is. While the profile of the body is not guaranteed

to be fully encased in each image, there is a strong dependent relationship be-
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tween its apparent size and the system’s range from the target. The variance

of the apparent size increases with range. The upper bound of the curve repre-

sents a sample in which the entire body is visible. Anything below that includes

only a partial view of the body. The phase angle illustrates lighting conditions.

A lower phase angle indicates a fully-lit body, whereas a higher phase angle

indicates more shading in either direction. The direction is trivial as lighting

conditions are symmetrically consistent. Figure 6.3 presents the relationship be-

tween phase angle, the visible fraction of the observation, and the number of

SIFT-identified keypoints. It reports that a lower phase angle, i.e. less shading,

directly leads to more detected keypoints and therefore more visible features.

Additionally, more keypoints are identifiable as the visible fraction of the obser-

vation increases.

Kalman filters operate under the assumption that the measurement error is

Gaussian-distributed. A Monte Carlo simulation investigates how the resulting

measurements are distributed. This study makes 10 predictions for each sam-

ple. To determine whether these predictions exhibit a Gaussian behavior, they

are compared to a normal distribution with the same mean and standard devi-

ation using the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, which measures a statistical

distance indicating how different the two distributions are. The Monte Carlo

simulation across the validation set reports a KL divergence of 0.084 ± 0.181 for

attitude estimates and 0.08±0.172 for position estimates, demonstrating that the

pose measurements exhibit near-Gaussian behavior.

The results of the Monte Carlo simulation also demonstrate pre-filter mea-

surement accuracy. Figure 6.4 shows how prediction error behaves in relation to

lighting conditions and how much of the body is apparent. The relative position
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Figure 6.2: Validation dataset.

accuracy is reported on a range-normalized basis to demonstrate convergence

irrespective of scale. The results indicate that estimates tend to be more accurate

when the spacecraft is able to see more well-resolved features of the body cor-

responding to a lower phase angle and higher visible fraction. However, cases

arise in which the spacecraft orbits close to the body, but the camera largely

captures shaded regions, leading to lower-accuracy measurements.

The completely-shadowed case, where the Sun’s phase angle is 180◦, is an

extremely rare case. When observing such an event, there are few, if any, visi-

ble features on the body. Therefore, the iNeRF predictions heavily depend on

the accuracy of the reconstructed body profile. These results and the following
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Figure 6.3: SIFT keypoint assessment for the validation dataset.

case studies demonstrate that the iNeRF framework can operate in shadowed

environments. For even higher accuracy, the process benefits from the use of

multiple sensors to provide more information and improve pre-filter measure-

ment accuracy. In the best conditions, however, i.e. when observations include

a significant number of well-lit features, the iNeRF framework converges on

predictions accurate to the meter-scale and fractions of a degree. Additionally,

these results show that NeRFs thrive in the presence of feature-rich environ-

ments. While synthetically-rendered datasets mimic real-world observations,

rough-terrain environments from past missions in proximity to small bodies or

even in a rover environment contain even more of a presence of features. The re-

sults further support that applying a high-capacity NeRF to such environments
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(a) Attitude and Position accuracy.

Figure 6.4: Pre-filter measurement accuracy over the validation dataset.

leads to highly-accurate pre-filter measurements that alone are precise enough

to compete with the performances of COTS sensors.

NeRF reconstruction accuracy is also intricately tied to pose optimization

performance [265]. If the NeRF model is able to generate high-quality images

from novel perspectives, then pose optimization converges on a smaller pixel-

wise residual between the camera observation and reconstruction. Therefore,

better hardware and the fine-tuning of hyperparameters, such as larger image

resolution and size and higher capacity models, leads to an expected increase in

pre-filter measurement accuracy. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 summarize the approach’s
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Figure 6.5: Relationship between performance and SIFT-keypoint quantity.

dependence on image size. As image size increases, estimation accuracy im-

proves. This behavior is shown in Figures 6.5 through relating performance to

the number of identifiable features. A higher image size leads to a higher reso-

lution, and therefore more distinguishable surface features. This relationship in

turn enables the network to improve its predictions. Flagship missions to small

bodies are equipped with camera systems powerful enough to produce images

at even larger dimensions and higher resolutions than those in the training and

validation sets. They range from several hundreds to thousands of pixels along

each dimension. Therefore, a NeRF trained on images obtained during flight

produces even more accurate results.
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Figure 6.6: Performance according to image size.

6.5.3 Case Studies

This work presents two different case studies evaluating the proposed method:

one simulating flyby trajectories and one simulating close-proximity orbits. In

the datasets used in both evaluations, orbit parameters are randomly sampled

from uniform distributions within ranges summarized in Table 6.1. In each case,

time-dependent sinusoidal slews about the body’s geometric center with a max-

imum deviation of 1◦ simulate the attitude of each trajectory to imitate a stare

campaign.
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Parameter Hyperbolic Orbit Circular Orbit

Semi-Major Axis (km) 10 - 12.5 1 - 2
Eccentricity 1.3 0
Inclination 0◦-360◦ 0◦-90◦

Orbit Period (hours) 72 72
Number of Images per Orbit 100 100
Attitude Pointing Requirement (◦) 1 1
Longitude of the ascending node (◦) – 0-90

Table 6.1: Orbit parameters for randomly-generated trajectories.

Hyperbolic Trajectories

Flybys and gravitational slingshots commonly follow hyperbolic trajectories.

Such trajectories model flybys as escape trajectories with positive specific en-

ergy, meaning the spacecraft has more than enough speed to escape the body’s

gravitational pull. A hyperbolic trajectory is expressed by the condition that the

orbital eccentricity is greater than 1. This work tracks a spacecraft as it performs

a flyby to illustrate the pose estimation and state filtering processes. The tra-

jectory has an inclination of 4.26◦ and a semi-major axis of 10 kilometers. The

simulation includes 100 images taken periodically over the duration of the tra-

jectory. Figure 6.7 shows images sampled every 7 time intervals along the orbit

taken using the zoom lens. Using a zoom lens produces images that control the

lower-bound on body size in the image. The orbit starts 16.6 kilometers from the

body and increases velocity as it gets closer. Initially, the body appears distant

and largely shadowed. Half-way through the simulated flight, the spacecraft is

at the perigee of its orbit. The corresponding observation shows the target larger

and more resolved. The end of the trajectory includes a different perspective of

the body that mimics the close-up approach phase, but with distinguishable

surface features. Figures 6.8 and 6.9 exhibit the performance of the two filters.

They show the error residual between the estimated and true state of the system
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(k) (l) (m) (n) (o)

Figure 6.7: Simulation of a hyperbolic trajectory.

and are bounded by covariance confidences on the predictions. As the simula-

tion is not starting in a converged state and the filters converge quickly enough,

reporting residuals does not consider the transient of the filters. The startup

transient takes time to converge as it depends on the filter’s sample rate, rather

than the quality of the measurements. The reported performance is specific to

the specified sample rate of 43.2 minutes. As more samples are collected, the

covariance estimates converge faster. The filters achieve average 3-σ position

and attitude errors of 58.1 meters and 0.88◦ in the presence of luminance and

229.2 meters and 1.09◦ when shadowed.

Expanding on this study and to demonstrate consistency in performance,

a Monte Carlo experiment evaluates the process over a set of 1000 randomly-
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Figure 6.8: Flyby case study: 3-σ attitude residuals.

parameterized flyby trajectories. The parameter initialization of all flyby tra-

jectories are summarized in Table 6.1. All trajectories are simulated with an

eccentricity of 1.3, which falls at the lower end of hyperbolic orbits performed

by past flyby missions [85, 124, 254]. Table 6.2 includes the results of the Monte
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Figure 6.9: Flyby case study: 3-σ position residuals.

Carlo simulation. This performance meets the strictest navigation requirements

of past missions and competes with the state of the art in TRN at much larger

operational ranges. It further demonstrates the ability to navigate without the

need for explicit construction of a priori surface maps, but rather the potential
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to implicitly learn the same scene with a higher-dimensional representation in

the form of a NeRF. Unlike similar works that only use scene representation to

create stand-alone estimates for terrain localization, integrating NeRF measure-

ments into UKFs presents a reliable estimation procedure that converges back to

steady-state tracking behavior following the presence of outlying predictions.

Proximity Circular Orbits

As close-proximity TRN methods require operating closer to the body, it be-

comes necessary to evaluate the proposed method on proximity operations.

Such scenarios include late-stage surveillance operations and preparing for, re-

hearsing, and conducting TAG maneuvers. Therefore, the proposed method

simulates on circular orbits within a range of 0.5 and 2 kilometers from the body.

This range allows for a direct comparison with competing techniques. Follow-

ing the same procedure of illustrating behavior along a single trajectory, Figure

6.10 shows that the body appears larger than most images during the flybys.

This orbit has an inclination of 36.58◦ and a radius of 1.75 kilometer. Therefore,

the images contain a higher and more consistent resolution. As shown in the

residual-error behaviors in Figures 6.11 and 6.12, the increase in resolution of

surface features leads to an improvement in estimation accuracy over flyby op-

erations. The simulation determines accuracy as the L2 norm of the average 3-σ

errors. It reports two separate sets of values: when the phase angle is greater

and less than 90◦. These conditions separate operations under lit and shadowed

cases. Over this trajectory, the filters result in steady-state 3-σ position and at-

titude errors of 12.7 meters and 0.6◦ when operating in well-lit conditions and

12.2 meters and 0.56◦ when shadowed. These results further support the ar-
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Figure 6.10: Simulation of a circular orbit mimicking a proximity survey.

gument that NeRF reconstruction accuracy and pose-optimization precision is

dependent on high-resolution observations. The results of a Monte Carlo simu-

lation of 1000 circular orbits is summarized in Table 6.2. These values show that

the proposed work performs reliably in proximity surveys.

Table 6.2 compares position-error magnitude with state-of-the-art orbit de-

termination methods. It shows that the proposed method numerically com-

petes with the state of the art. The resulting relative-attitude determination

performance is about an order of magnitude larger than high-performing star

trackers. The filters demonstrate they are competitive even under partially or

fully shadowed conditions, a scenario in which all landmark-based navigation

breaks down due to the lack of visible features. It is worth noting that com-
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Figure 6.11: Proximity case study: 3-σ attitude residuals.

peting methods use images with much larger image dimensions. At those res-

olutions, the proposed approach will significantly outperform the competition.

The proposed approach fits within the minimum position requirement of the

OSIRIS-REx mission along any basis direction.
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Figure 6.12: Proximity case study: 3-σ position residuals.

Tracking precision is only one way in which this method pushes the state

of the art, however. Unlike other state-of-the-art navigation technologies, the

proposed method provides both attitude and position estimates. Orbit determi-

nation generally performs separately from attitude determination. Therefore,
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Method

3-σ
Attitude
Error (◦)

3-σ
Position

Error
(meters)

3-σ
Position

Error
(% Max. Range)

Range
(kilometers)

Star Trackers [74] 3”-300” – – –
Landmark12[136] – 193.03 9.19 1 - 2.1
NFT13[136] – 8.16 0.816 0 - 1
APLNav [3] – 55.17 - 140.8 0.79 - 0.89 6.2 - 17.9
Well-lit flyby 1.63◦ 69.82 0.34 3.1 - 20.3
Shadowed flyby 1.7◦ 279.32 1.38 3.1 - 20.3
Well-lit prox. 1.12◦ 15.71 0.79 0.5 - 2
Shadowed prox. 1.09◦ 15.05 0.75 0.5 - 2

Table 6.2: Comparison to state-of-the-art navigation methods.

most systems rely on star trackers for attitude measurements. Additionally, ap-

plying common filtering practices in spacecraft navigation adds a level of inter-

pretability and reliability to machine learning solutions. It offers a generally-

applicable, predictable, and mathematical solution to navigating a wide range

of unexplored, uncertain and hazardous environments, allowing autonomous

functions to respond in real-time. The proposed approach is fully autonomous

during inference and does not rely on human-built a priori environment mod-

els. Rather, the model uses in-situ observations to learn a NeRF scene repre-

sentation. This process eliminates the reliance on human intervention to create

terrain maps, shape models, and subsequent landmark databases of the RSO.

Therefore, the implementation of fully-autonomous navigation capabilities re-

duces the required length of early surveillance and reconnaissance phases of a

mission. The DSN may still be needed during the shortened surveillance phases

to curate a training set and network training may need to be ground-based.

However, subsequent operations are fully autonomous.

1OSIRIS-REx mission predictions
2Combined orbital phase prediction, 7-day prediction with reconstructed attitude
3Used during the sample acquisition campaign
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6.5.4 Limitations

The largest limitations of the proposed method are greatly influenced by those

of the NeRF and iNeRF frameworks. The iNeRF optimization process is an

iterative one. As the pose-estimation framework iteratively converges on an

optimal solution, the algorithm’s convergence accuracy is naturally tied to its

initial pose estimate. If this initial guess is too large, then the NeRF reconstructs

a scene in which the body is outside of the reconstruction’s field of view. Thus,

a large initial pose can lead to a suboptimal convergence. This behavior oc-

curs largely due to the presence of fewer corresponding identifiable features

when comparing the reconstruction to the observation. The initial pose guess

must be accurate enough to render a reconstruction within the camera’s field

of view. Under the assumption that the sampling rate of the camera is small

and images are taken frequently, this issue can be resolved by using the pre-

vious filter estimate as an initial guess. Alternatively, a rough initial estimate

can be derived from other onboard sensors. Additionally, minimizing the pixel-

wise residual between reconstructed and observed images prohibits including

variable shading conditions. One solution to this problem would be to include

the phase angle as an input into the NeRF. With a priori knowledge of the sun

vector through the use of a sun sensor, the NeRF would be able to render im-

ages with correct lighting conditions. The iterative nature of iNeRF also impacts

computational efficiency. Although iNeRF does utilize importance-sampling to

speed the learning process up, repeatedly backpropagating through the NeRF

results in slow predictions. As new solutions build upon these works, such

limitations will be addressed, further improving the impact of the presented

state-estimation process.
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Performance is also limited by shape model resolution. This concept trans-

fers to the physical realm where certain areas of small bodies contain more dis-

tinguishable features than others. More well-resolved features apparent in an

image means that iNeRF can further minimize the residual, making pose esti-

mation more accurate. Alternatively, when the spacecraft is far away, the body

can appear small in the observed image compared to its field-of-view. The ad-

dition of fully shadowed lighting conditions can lead to very few or no visible

features on the surface. This occurrence is an area where pre-filter iNeRF predic-

tions tend to become less accurate. This work employs a zoom lens on the cam-

era to increase the apparent size of the body in the observation and therefore the

likelihood that more features are observed. Additionally, the model internalizes

the entire scene. Even though an image of a far-away body may appear less re-

solved than when it is closer, the NeRF uses the entire scene, such as the shape

profile and shading conditions of the body, instead of just relying on surface

features. When a full or partial profile of the target is visible, filter performance

competes with state-of-the-art results. The iNeRF framework uses the profile

of the body to produce accurate measurements and demonstrate that navigat-

ing in a shadowed environment is still possible. This extra profile information

allows the NeRF to make predictions that are consistent with scene behavior,

even though they may be less accurate due to GDOP and other environmental

conditions. The issue of a lack of surface features is not exclusive to navigation

using NeRFs. Many landmark-based navigation methods break down under

poor lighting conditions. In these instances, more information is necessary for

the filter to create high-accuracy estimates. If the entirety of the body is observ-

able, then such measurements come from profile analysis, through either limb

modeling or light curve analysis.
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6.6 Conclusion

This work presents a novel way of combining the state-of-the-art in neural scene

representation and novel view synthesis with traditional spacecraft navigation

tools. It demonstrates that using optimal filtering on measurements inferred by

neural nets makes the application of machine learning for spacecraft navigation

more robust. Extending a scene representation network with a state estima-

tor shows that training to comprehend and internalize a scene through novel

view synthesis produces a viable alternative to a discriminative pose-inference

approach. This more closely mimics human learning, where people learn about

their surroundings through exploring different perspectives of it. This approach

demonstrates a method that tracks state estimates well enough to satisfy naviga-

tion requirements of past missions and perform competitively compared to the

state of the art. A NeRF learns the system’s surroundings and a pose optimiza-

tion framework uses that knowledge to iteratively converge on a pose estimate.

Two UKFs use these position and attitude measurements to update a state esti-

mate. Using a NeRF enables highly-accurate navigation over a larger range than

previous TRN works. It shows that the state of the art in scene representation

furthers autonomous proximity capabilities and enables new types of missions

and tasks. This benefit is expected to improve autonomy and navigation in un-

certain and hazardous environments. Its application leads to lower design and

mission costs and reduces the time necessary for early-phase surveys.
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CHAPTER 7

USING REGISTRATION TECHNIQUES FOR TERRAIN-RELATIVE

EGO-MOTION IN PROXIMITY TO RESIDENT SPACE OBJECTS

7.1 Introduction

OpNav for state estimation in proximity to RSOs commonly includes a ground-

station communication loop. Such methods use OpNav to enhance radiometric

measurements of a spacecraft’s position and orientation relative to a targeted

planetary body. Images taken onboard are sent to a ground station to be ana-

lyzed. Based on subsequent analysis, commands are then sent to the spacecraft

so that it can execute maneuvers or point a payload as required. Such an ap-

proach is suitable when the turn-around time is unconstrained. In contrast,

OpNav is most useful during the more precise, target-relative navigation tasks

required of missions during which optical cues can help decorrelate spacecraft

state estimates from target body ephemerides [75]. Here, optical cues create a

better estimate of both. Outer solar-system planetary body ephemerides are ac-

curate to several thousand kilometers. Farther out in the solar system, ground-

based planetary body ephemeris estimates are less accurate, primarily because

of GDOP. Therefore, OpNav is critical for mission success in many cases of in-

terest. Current OpNav systems require prior knowledge about the environment

that the spacecraft is expected to encounter. This knowledge takes the form of

highly accurate star catalogs, physical body models, or landmark control net-

works. Reducing the amount of prior knowledge required for navigation en-

ables new types of deep space missions and multi-mission autonomy at low

cost. It circumvents the time and effort involved in creating landmark catalogs.
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For example, the Dawn mission at Vesta and Ceres required the creation of tens

of thousands of landmark maps through human-intensive iteration and nonlin-

ear estimation processes [197]. The time necessary to perform the manual mod-

eling work also figures prominently in the timelines of later missions to small

bodies, ranging from weeks to months depending on the size of the RSO and the

complexity of the planned operations [94, 154]. The abilities spacecraft benefit

from a general autonomous navigation algorithm promise a dramatic increase

in science return and mitigate mission costs, as these abilities are independent of

constant communication through ground stations. Additionally, missions that

land or perform TAG maneuvers on bodies no longer need to spend significant

effort identifying non-hazardous landing spots. Better technology lowers cost

and enables more science return.

Using optical instruments like light detection and ranging (lidar) or stereo-

imaging sensors is typical of spacecraft that operate in close proximity to RSOs.

Navigation methods that use lidar rely largely on using registration algorithms

to convert point cloud data into pose estimates [255]. The resulting poses that

relate the spacecraft body and inertial coordinate systems help produce obser-

vation estimates for a navigation filter. Generating a pose relation between the

inertial and body-fixed coordinate systems from a single measurement requires

significant prior knowledge. Such knowledge consists of a feature or landmark

database built from prior observations [190]. The relative pose is created by

comparing lidar depth measurements to the database. Generating relative poses

between periodic observations mitigates the need for prior information about

the operational environment. However, compounded measurements introduce

errors that couple position and attitude, resulting in a subtle non-Gaussian error

distribution on linear state estimates that a Kalman filter cannot track effectively.
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This work presents a novel method for autonomous, real-time state deter-

mination relative to RSOs by leveraging incremental measurements using reg-

istration methods and reducing the information needed in relative navigation

tasks. The proposed two-filter approach allows navigating relative to the sur-

face terrain without the need to have built or simultaneously build a map of

the operational environment. Sequentially obtained observations produce non-

Gaussian linear and Gaussian angular measurements. A particle filter and a

UKF track relative position and attitude, respectively. The proposed method

contributes to navigation in a wide range of environments that spacecraft may

encounter. This general approach, rather than a mission-specific approach, to

OpNav reduces cost beyond what is currently possible. Specifically, it intro-

duces a filtering approach to handle recursive errors in filter observations for

which position and attitude deviations are coupled. The proposed approach

uses surface-tracking measurements in real time for onboard state estimation

and to make relative navigation systems fully autonomous.

7.2 Background and Related Works

7.2.1 Registration Algorithms for Relative Navigation

Many proposed algorithms that use lidar for relative navigation about RSOs or

non-cooperative objects employ registration methods [255]. Such methods reli-

ably navigate relative to an RSO or uncooperative body using primarily in-situ

optical observations. Lidar sensors collect 3D depth measurements that com-

pose point clouds. Traditionally, registration-based filtering methods use a sin-
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gle measurement that directly generates a pose estimate to relate the spacecraft

body coordinate system to an inertial reference coordinate system. Because the

error in registration-based position estimates is Gaussian-distributed, they can

be satisfactorily used in Kalman filtering.

A common point cloud registration method is Iterative Closest Point (ICP)

[11]. ICP is an algorithm that performs a least-squares optimization to min-

imize the difference between two point sets and solve for the homogeneous

transformation matrix that aligns them. However, because it is an iterative

method, convergence to globally optimal solutions is not guaranteed for non-

per-point correspondence operations or when the nodes in each point cloud

are sparse. These conditions force ICP to converge to a local minimum. This

convergence fails especially when the two point clouds it operates on are ini-

tially far apart and the algorithm has no suitable prior guess of the transforma-

tion. Non-convergence generally leads to bad filter estimates. Therefore, ICP

alone does not satisfy many robustness requirements typical of flight software.

Recent research focuses on addressing the problems that stem from ICP and

proposes ways to make them more robust and easily implementable for space

flight. The proposed solutions to handle or address non-convergence issues in

ICP include introducing new registration methods that complement or replace

ICP [151, 190, 255] or new closed-loop designs that obtain a satisfactory initial

pose to ensure ICP converges [4, 71, 266]. General or GNSS-denied TRN solu-

tions to compare point descriptors to navigational maps also use point cloud

registration [7, 22, 90, 120, 190].

The previously mentioned relative navigation methods require comparing

the current lidar point cloud measurement to prior information, such as a
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database of prior observations or a well-resolved shape model. To reduce re-

liance on prior information, some methods exploit periodically-collected mea-

surements that capture an incremental change from the most previous lidar-

capture event, similar to how a gyroscope produces sequential angular mea-

surements. Online processing carries additional requirements involving speed,

efficiency, and guaranteed convergence to accurate estimates. These require-

ments motivate the use of registration to relate periodically-collected measure-

ments and derive a state update. Compounding the transformations yields the

spacecraft pose transformation from the body to inertial coordinate systems

without needing to compare observations with a stored database. This action

frees up valuable computational memory. Terrestrial-robotic applications fre-

quently use recursive transformations for vehicle ego-motion. However, track-

ing states in the context of spacecraft navigation expands the topic to 6 degrees

of freedom, a less-frequently studied area. Using recursive transformations are

suitable for relative navigation and demonstrate promise for autonomous ren-

dezvous and docking [116]. However, scaling such tasks to operate in prox-

imity to a small body does not satisfy tracking requirements. In contrast, the

approach proposed in the following sections investigates the process of using

recursive transformations for near-RSO exploration and uses a two-filter ap-

proach to tracking position and attitude.

7.3 Autonomous State Estimation Approach

The proposed filtering approach is designed to serve as a complement to and en-

hance existing fully autonomous onboard state estimation methods so they can

operate closer to the target and more accurately than originally designed. Such
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methods include the use of radar, lidar ranging, landmark-based methods, etc.

The present study also seeks to mitigate the significant time and effort budgeted

for reconnaissance and information-gathering tasks during a mission through

onboard capabilities. Thus, information and reconnaissance can be performed

in parallel to decision-making processes, freeing up valuable computational re-

sources. This simultaneity creates a design opportunity for missions to spend

less time collecting data relevant to navigation and focus efforts on scientific

return.

The proposed approach is a useful solution to exploiting recursive measure-

ments for spacecraft navigation. The goal is to come up with terrain-relative

state estimates produced by recursive measurement updates. Lidar sensors or

images taken by optical cameras as the spacecraft navigates relative to the RSO

lead to state-variable updates. Sequentially-obtained point clouds describing

the RSO surface terrain typically represent these measurements. A registration

algorithm, such as ICP, processes the point clouds to provide a homogeneous

transformation that aligns their overlapping topographies. In the context of this

problem, the recursive measurements are assumed to formulate as transforma-

tions of the spacecraft body-fixed coordinate system between sequential time

steps. Propagating these recursive measurement updates over time, the filter

estimates linear and angular states of the spacecraft.

Let Nxt =

(
Nrt,

Nvt,
Nqt,

Nωt

)T
be the states of the spacecraft at time, t, rel-

ative to the target’s inertial J2000 frame, N. A homogeneous transformation,

N→NTt−δt→t relates the position, r, at two sequential times, t − δt and t. The nota-

tion ”t1 → t2” indicates the total rotation or transformation between time steps

t1 and t2.
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Nrt =
N→NTt−δt→t

Nrt−δt (7.1)

The measurements obtained at t − δt and t are each described in B. However,

the filter observations of relative position and attitude are described inN. Prop-

agating over time yields a relation from initial conditions to the position, r, and

attitude quaternion, q, at time, t.

Nrt =

 t∏
k=t0

N→NTk−δt→k

Nrt0 =
N→NTt

Nrt0 (7.2)

Nqt = AR→q

N→BRt0

t∏
k=t0

B→BRk−δt→k

 (7.3)

The term R refers to a rotation represented as a direction-cosine matrix (DCM)

and the function AR→q denotes the conversion from a DCM to a quaternion rep-

resentation of rotation. Upon a new lidar measurement, the updated recursive

transformation creates position and attitude filter observations. Tracking filters

then use these observations to produce state-estimates of the spacecraft relative

to the target RSO.

7.3.1 Measurement Error Implications

A goal is to model measurements from algorithms that produce recursive trans-

formation updates, such as registration methods. Depth measurements taken

by a lidar camera contain some amount of noise and are typically modeled as

Gaussian. The registration algorithm aims to align the overlapping topogra-
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phies of the two sequentially-obtained point clouds. The resulting transforma-

tion never yields a perfect alignment, as the algorithm’s performance is depen-

dent on many factors including point cloud resolution, the abundance of dis-

tinguishable terrain features, and possible limitations of the algorithm itself.

Therefore, there is a misalignment error that impacts both angular and transla-

tional components of the transformation. Errors on linear and angular compo-

nents, Bζr and Bζα sample from a Gaussian distribution.

Bζr ∼ N(µ = 0, σ = σr) and Bζα ∼ N(µ = 0, σ = σα) (7.4)

The standard deviations of the translation and rotation error in sensor readings

are σr and σα, respectively. The rotation error is assumed small such that small-

angle assumptions are used. These two sources of error are modeled as a single

multiplicative error, B→BTerr
t−δt→t.

B→BTerr
t−δt→t =


B→BAq→R(Bζα) Bζr

0 1

 (7.5)

The error transformation can also be assumed to include process noise. The true

transformation between times t − δt and t is simplified as:

B→BTtrue
t−δt→t =


B→BAq→R(qtrue

t−δt→t)
Bstrue

t−δt→t

0 1

 =
R

true
t−δt→t

Bstrue
t−δt→t

0 1

 (7.6)

The recursive transformation update can be written as a transformation,

B→BT̃t−δt→t described in relation to the true transformation, B→BTtrue
t−δt→t, as:
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B→BT̃t−δt→t =
B→BTtrue

t−δt→t
B→BTerr

t−δt→t (7.7)

Including a multiplicative source of error to both the measurement’s rotational

and linear components produces consequences that directly impact the filter de-

sign process. Propagating the rotation estimates through time depends strictly

on prior angular measurements. Therefore, introducing Gaussian error results

in Gaussian-distributed attitude estimates. However, when estimating position

using Equation 7.1, adding error to the attitude component of the measurement

in addition to the linear component leads to a coupling, or an entangling, of

error components that results in mapping the error distribution into a complex

non-Gaussian not suitable for a standard Kalman filter tracking approach. The

recursive transformation update leads to a high dependence on position, and,

therefore, velocity, errors in both linear and angular components. This coupling

occurs because the effect of rotation has a non-negligible effect on solving for

position during iterative updates.

The compounding influence of this effect over time is evident from the shape

of the resulting complex distribution. The first step in demonstrating this prin-

ciple is to cast the measured recursive transformation between sequential times

t − δt to t from one between two body-fixed coordinate systems into one relative

to the inertial J2000 coordinate system.

N→NT̃t−δt→t =
N→BTt−δt

B→BT̃t−δt→t[B→NTt−δt]−1 (7.8)

Having cast this transformation into an overall transformation from the begin-

ning of the sequence at t0 to t, the position, N r̃, estimates as:
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N r̃t =
N→BTt0

B→BT̃t[N→BTt0]
−1Nrt0 (7.9)

B→BT̃t =

t∏
k=t0+δt

B→BT̃k−δt→k (7.10)

where B→BT̃t is the total recursive transformation based on surface-tracking

measurements. It is calculated as the product of all prior transformations that

result from performing registration on sequentially-obtained point cloud mea-

surements of the body’s surface.

N→BTt0 =


N→BRt0

Nrt0

0 1

 (7.11)

As ζα is a Gaussian random variable, the rotation B→Bqt becomes Gaussian ran-

dom variable. Mapping this rotation as a DCM yields a noisy, but valid, rota-

tion. Each element of the DCM includes a linear combination of products of

two quaternion components. Therefore, the probability density function (pdf)

of each DCM element is modeled as the product of correlated normal random

variables. Such a pdf involves a modified Bessel function of the second kind

[81]. Mapping that rotation matrix onto position compounds the effect. Over

time this behavior yields a product of t Gaussian random variables. The re-

sulting pdf of such a product is written in terms of Meijer G-functions [209], a

generalization of Bessel functions [19].

Because the resulting random variable, N r̃, is non-Gaussian, a traditional

Kalman-filtering approach cannot work. A particle filter can address this short-

coming. The particle filter does not assume a specific shape on the distribution
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of measurement disturbances. Using two different types of filters to deal with

different shapes of error allows any filtering to treat linear and angular com-

ponents as effectively decoupled. Both filters initialize with state means and

covariances under the assumption that, before the proposed estimation process

starts, state estimation on approach to the body employs the DSN. The process

and measurement error covariances ensure that all measurement error, from

both linear and angular components, is accounted for.

7.3.2 Unscented Kalman Filtering for Attitude Estimation

The proposed method implements the MUKF that is introduced in Chapter 5.

The MUKF provides continuous tracking of relative angular state components.

It relies on quaternion measurements to provide continuous tracking of relative

angular state components. A UKF handles nonlinearities better explicitly, where

a standard Kalman filter is optimal only for linear systems. It is also computa-

tionally less intensive than an Extended Kalman filter (EKF) [91]. The internal

state vector updates stochastically by using a set of sigma points that model the

distribution’s mean and covariance [53]. Three GRPs that represent attitude es-

timation error, Nδϱ̂ = (Nδϱ1,
Nδϱ2,

Nδϱ3) and a three-parameter angular velocity,

Nω̂ = (Nωx,
Nωy,

Nωz) define the internal state vector, N x̂ukf.

N x̂ukf
t =


Nδϱ̂t

Nω̂t

 (7.12)

The process model predicts the filter’s prior state vector while accounting for

the influence of process noise. The MUKF uses a simple process model in which
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motions involve only constant angular velocity, to approximate spacecraft dy-

namics. It converts three-parameter estimation errors into a quaternion error

to employ an unconstrained error estimate while using a globally nonsingular

attitude representation [53]. The constants a = 1 and f = 2(a + 1) used to con-

vert between GRPs and quaternions follow recommendations by [53]. After the

error-quaternion updates, it converts back into an estimation error represented

by GRPs to avoid propagating an over-defined attitude representation. Dur-

ing the prediction step, the filter passes each sigma point through the process

model. Operating the unscented transform on the transformed sigma points

and process noise covariance, Qukf, yields estimates for the predicted mean and

the predicted covariance. Manual tuning determines the process noise standard

deviation values on attitude error, σv, and angular velocity, σu. Their magni-

tudes represent system noise effects that spacecraft operate with; such as sensor

aberrations, and mechanical vibrations, thermal distortion, etc.

Quk f =

σ
2
vI3×3 0

0 σ2
uI3×3

 (7.13)

The sensor measurement, N q̃t, is the registration-based rotation estimate de-

rived from Equation 7.3. A property of the quaternion representation for atti-

tude is that its negative, q = −q, represents the same rotation, despite different

values of q. If the measurement, N q̃t, suddenly flips signs, the filter could react

undesirably. An undesirable flip in sign occurs when the Frobenius norm of the

difference between the two quaternions is larger than that of the sum between

the two. To ensure consistency in estimates and no spontaneous large, unex-

pected jumps, the measurement model compares the estimate and its negative

and reverts any undesirable flip.
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7.3.3 Particle Filtering for Linear State Estimation

The particle filter differs from a UKF in that measurements do not assume to

be Gaussian-distributed. The particle filter is a sequential Monte Carlo method

that uses computation to overpower uncertainty in the system. It uses particles

to simulate many possible measurements at each time step and compare them

to the real measurements. The resulting state estimate is a weighted average of

all particles according to how well the simulated measurements match the real

measurements. The covariance then numerically indicates how spread out the

particles are. There is no assumption about how the estimates are distributed.

The particle filter’s state vector, Nxpf, combines spacecraft relative position,

N r̂ = (Nrx,
Nry,

Nrz), and velocity, Nv̂ = (Nvx,
Nvy,

Nvz).

N x̂pf
t =


N r̂t

Nv̂t

 (7.14)

After initialization, the filter creates Ns particles by repeatedly sampling the ini-

tial distribution. The presented simulations use Ns = 5000 particles. The weights

of each particle, ws(i) initialize as likely as any other.

γt0(i) ∼ N(N x̂pf
t0 , P

pf
t0 ) (7.15)

ws(i) =
1
Ns

(7.16)

Sampling random variables ζprocess
t−δt (i) from a distribution defined by the process

noise covariance matrix, Qpf, generates process noise. The process model, Fpf,
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uses the generated particles and the process noise to integrate the nonlinear

dynamics and predict the state of each particle ahead by one time step.

ζ
process
t−δt (i) ∼ N(0,Qpf) (7.17)

γi
t = Fpf(δt,γt−δt(i), v̂t−δt(i)) (7.18)

The process model propagates the position and velocity of the particles. The

process model assumes constant velocity, similar to that in the MUKF.

N r̂t(i) = N r̂t−δt(i) + Nv̂t−δt(i) · δt (7.19)

Nv̂t(i) = Nv̂t−δt(i) (7.20)

Following the same process as laid out with the MUKF, the particle filter

maps the particles into the measurement space to create measurement predic-

tions for each particle. Next, the filter compares the real measurement and each

particle’s simulated measurement. The measurement, N r̃t, is the registration-

based position estimate.

η(i) = h(γt(i)) − N r̃t (7.21)

Each particle is weighted according to how well it matches the true measure-

ments. To do this, the square of the differences between the measurements

scales by the measurement covariance matrix and adds the log of the previous

weight. The weights normalize to the largest weight to prevent one particle’s

weights from dominating the others too quickly.
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log(wt) = −
1
2

(η(i))T Spf
t η(i) + log(wt−δt) (7.22)

log(wt)max = max(log(wt)) (7.23)

w̃t = exp(log(wt) − log(wt)max) (7.24)

wt =
w̃t∑Ns

i=1 w̃t(i)
(7.25)

The term Spf
t denotes the measurement covariance matrix. The updated state

estimate, xpf, is a weighted average of each estimated propagated particle.

x̄pf
t =

Ns∑
i=1

wt(i)h(γt(i)) (7.26)

The last steps in the particle filter include updating the covariance estimate and

computing the effective number of particles. If the number of effective particles

is above a set threshold, then the process repeats from Equation 7.18 onwards.

The following experiments set this threshold as Nt = 8. Otherwise, the filter

resamples the particles using the current state and covariance estimates and

resets the weights.

Ppf
t =

Ns∑
i=1

wt(i)[γt(i) − x̄pf
t ][γt(i) − x̄pf

t ]T (7.27)

Neff =
1∑Ns

i=1(wt(i)2)
(7.28)
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7.4 Simulations

7.4.1 Trajectory Simulations

To demonstrate the proposed two-filter approach, the present study evaluates

a set of 1000 trajectories that simulate a spacecraft in elliptical orbit about an

arbitrary RSO. Initial conditions for linear and angular displacements relative

to the RSO’s geometric center sample randomly from a uniform distribution. To

simulate possible operating conditions, the apogee distance to the RSO is kept

between 1 and 10 kilometers. Each orbit has randomly chosen inclinations, ec-

centricities, and longitudes of the ascending node inside a range of 0◦ to 180◦, 0

to 1, and 0◦ to 180◦, respectively. Each orbit lasts for a day and includes 10,000

periodic time intervals. Therefore, the sampling rate is δt = 8.64 seconds. The set

of orbit trajectories simulates the spacecraft always pointing towards the RSO

geometric center. During all simulated trajectories, the added attitude and posi-

tion measurement-error terms σr and σα are 10−2 meters and 10−3◦, respectively.

These values represent possible errors in measurements produced by registra-

tion algorithms and chosen for a specific use case to demonstrate the filters.

7.4.2 Simulations

A test case simulating a trajectory where the spacecraft completes 2 orbits about

an arbitrarily-shaped RSO demonstrates filter behaviors. To clearly demon-

strate the two-filter approach, this simulation includes only position and atti-

tude measurements produced by point-set registration methods. The pre-filter

position and attitude estimates do not consider the effect of mechanical com-
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ponents, such as cryocoolers, solar array drives, antenna gimbals, and reaction

wheels, which add a significant amount of jitter to spacecraft dynamics. To

demonstrate the real-time execution in a relevant environment, the filters track

a simulated orbit initialized with an inclination angle of 40◦, eccentricity of 0.6,

and longitude of the ascending node of 20◦. The semi-major axis is 2 kilometers

long. The orbit period is one hour. Each filter’s covariances initialize to be con-

sistent with a disconnection from the DSN. Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show the error

residuals of the particle filter and UKF estimates. Each figure shows the differ-

ence between the estimated and true values with the 3-σ filter covariances. The

figures show that each state remains within the 3-σ covariance bounds, indicat-

ing the filters converge quickly without anomalies. The particle filter achieves

a steady-state average 3-σ position error of at most 15.81 meters in any basis

direction. Similarly, the MUKF’s steady-state behavior achieves a mean 3-σ at-

titude error of 0.22◦ about each Euler axis.

While the filters perform very well, they assume constant second-order be-

havior. This unmodeled dynamics is apparent in response to large sudden

changes in velocities as the spacecraft reaches the orbit’s periapsis. A more

perfectly designed filter would model the dynamics better. A higher-order fil-

ter captures these effects more perfectly, further improving estimation accuracy.

Performing the same experiment over the entire set of simulated trajectories

evaluates the proposed method’s overall performance and reliability. The pro-

posed approach converges to average 3-σ position and attitude errors of 6.4 me-

ters and 0.21◦, respectively. These results show that the proposed method meets

relative-position and relative-attitude tracking requirements during proximity

operations near RSOs. The original requirements for TAG operations on the

OSIRIS-REx mission necessitate 2.85-σ errors of less than 25 meters in position,
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Figure 7.1: 3-σ attitude residual from the MUKF for a simulated test case using
only registration-derived observations.

2 centimeters per second in velocity, and 4.4◦ trajectory timing-based in attitude

[23]. The proposed filtering process is also faster, more efficient, and far less

costly than existing state-of-the-art methods, which require months budgeted

in the mission timeline to gather and analyze necessary images to create land-

mark and terrain maps of the RSO. Because the process can be fully automated

online without using a database with prior knowledge, it enables the possibility

of full autonomous capabilities and eliminates significant round-trip light-time

communication delay while competing with the state of the art.
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Figure 7.2: 3-σ position residual from the particle filter for a simulated test case
using only registration-derived observations.

7.4.3 Attitude Estimation Considerations

The attitude estimates of the proposed approach include errors smaller than

other registration-based filtering methods, but much larger than state-of-the-art

methods that use a star tracker. Typical commercial star trackers achieve 1-σ

estimate RMS accuracies on the order of roughly 1 to 100 arc-seconds [74]. The

proposed approach is accurate to a factor of 10 to 103 larger than some of the

best-performing star trackers. In the event a spacecraft is equipped with a star

tracker, the proposed method provides a backup or contingency for redundancy.

However, if attitude estimation exclusively uses a star tracker, extra information
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relative to the RSO target needs to be identified. The proposed method is capa-

ble of providing both redundancy and relative information. The flexibility of

the method’s attitude estimation leads to more accurate relative measurements.

The proposed approach’s state observation methods can be combined with star

tracker and inertial measurement unit (IMU) measurements to enhance overall

attitude estimation. The proposed method provides attitude information with

not only absolute, but also incremental changes, analogous to the functionality

of gyroscopes. Therefore, it can add more information to overall attitude esti-

mators. However, the proposed method lends to the possibility of omitting star

tracker capabilities during missions, leading to cost and weight savings. Over-

all, the attitude estimation component of the proposed approach adds more re-

dundancy and reliability without adding more weight and development time.

7.4.4 Relative Velocity Tracking Considerations

While the two filters produce position and attitude estimates that meet TAG

tracking requirements, they do not directly track relative velocity. Practically,

interplanetary spacecraft are equipped with multiple sensors. As the proposed

approach is designed to complement existing state estimation methods, using it

along with other instruments can help accurately track velocity. The addition of

IMUs that measure acceleration relative to the target body accurately estimates

velocity well enough to meet TAG tracking requirements.
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7.5 Conclusion

This approach expands on existing work in TRN by identifying attitude and

position error coupling that arises in recursive ego-motion tasks. The results

demonstrate an approach to handle such non-Gaussian errors to track space-

craft relative state using recursive transformations derived from registration

methods. By improving on existing mission technologies, the proposed method

reduces specificity of mission design and eliminates dependence on databases

during measurement registration. Therefore, it can be more readily imple-

mented in flight software.

Enabling real-time state estimation allows for the reallocation of mission re-

connaissance tasks in favor of those for scientific investigation. Thus, it en-

ables future missions not currently possible. Due to the proposed method’s

ability to generally navigate about an RSO, future navigation will not need to

rely on prior information like landmark control networks, star trackers, or other

maps created through time-intensive ground-based techniques. The proposed

method demonstrates the ability and impact of autonomous state estimation.

Because this method meets TAG tracking requirements of the recent OSIRIS-

REx mission, the demonstrated accuracy is likely to satisfy tracking require-

ments for similar activities, such as rendezvous. This benefit leads to enhanced

capabilities for autonomy and navigation in uncertain environments. The pro-

posed approach enables spacecraft navigation for a wide range of new tasks and

includes a variety of probable situations it may encounter. Its implementation

can lead to lower costs and smaller communication system payloads. There-

fore, it may lead to greater autonomy and capabilities for science return during

missions at a far lower cost than is currently possible. Such tasks may include
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highly-accurate atmospheric EDL, TAG maneuvers, movement in confined ar-

eas, on-orbit servicing, active debris removal, asteroid tours, on and approach

to an RSO.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Machine learning provides exciting opportunities for advancing spaceflight

capabilities, but its application to navigation lacks the technological maturity

for adoption. Machine learning advances the current state of OpNav systems

towards the desired goal of fully autonomous navigation. Learning systems

provide a solution to create general estimation frameworks that can be broadly

applied for multi-mission and multi-environment use. They reduce timelines

for surveillance and reconnaissance tasks during missions to unknown envi-

ronments, lower design and operational costs beyond what is currently possi-

ble, and shorten the estimation time and effort required of OpNav tasks down

to what is feasible for onboard operations. Current state-of-the-art methods for

onboard space-domain awareness are not yet developed enough to take advan-

tage of these opportunities.

This dissertation introduces several novel approaches that take advantage

of machine perception and situational awareness to contribute advances in ro-

bust autonomous estimation. These solutions specifically exhibit in the con-

text of missions to small bodies and in lunar orbit. On approach to a planetary

body, the system uses onboard view synthesis to create scene representations

that increase the amount of high-quality information that is available for sub-

sequent navigation tasks. A graph neural network uses this knowledge in con-

junction with original in-situ observations to transfer the process of creating a

priori shape models onboard the spacecraft. After gathering initial observations,

the network infers these shape models in seconds so they are refined and used

during later phases of the mission. This mechanism represents a significantly
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shorter process than the months-long SPC process that requires human inter-

vention.

The accuracy of all OpNav methods throughout the mission heavily depend

on the resolution of observations. This work demonstrates that using a network

to super-resolve remote sensing images makes navigation tasks even more ac-

curate. When navigating in proximity to the surface of a body, onboard view

synthesis combines with optimal filtering to provide reliable and accurate state

estimates. This fusion exercises the strengths of machine learning, perception,

domain awareness, and robust classical estimation.

Navigating in space requires strict performance guarantees in a wide range

of unknown and potentially hazardous environments. These intelligent esti-

mators successfully compete with, and often outperform, the state of the art in

navigation while demonstrating feasibility for onboard use. They mitigate risk

by either quantifying network uncertainty or integrating the network with well-

understood and reliable classical estimation techniques that have flight heritage.

As an example, in the event that spacecraft lose DSN or other sensor capabili-

ties; or satellites are denied GPS by any means, such as hardware or software

failures and cyber-attacks, the redundant capabilities this work adds to mission

assurance are unparalleled.

Onboard optical instruments aid spacecraft navigation in environments with

limited information. Spacecraft can respond accordingly in real-time if they can

effectively extrapolate knowledge from limited observations. Through reduc-

ing the amount of prior knowledge required, such as eliminating the need to

create highly accurate landmark maps used in current relative navigation ap-

proaches, spacecraft can learn to interpret their surroundings. Due to its high
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infusion potential, this research can have a transformative effect on future in-

orbit and exploration missions. Communications will no longer dictate every

action vehicles must make to ensure mission success. Instead, they will be able

to understand their surroundings through limited optical observations and use

that knowledge to accurately navigate and respond to situations developing in

real-time. These contributions add to a promising and exciting future for space-

flight; one where spacecraft can and will be able to navigate intelligently and

safely to accomplish far more science discovery than is currently possible.
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Figure A.1: Sizing the validation dataset.

APPENDIX A

SIZING THE SUPER-RESOLUTION VALIDATION DATASET

Figure A.1 summarizes a study of single-inference behavior in relation to

the size of the validation dataset. Randomly chosen samples from images that

do not appear in the training set serve as validation for the simulation. Results

show that as the size of the dataset increases, the prediction error, calculated as

the MSE between predicted and ground-truth images, steadies. While per-pixel

MSE does not directly measure perceptual quality, it accurately assesses recon-

struction ability. After working with a set of 600 images, the 95% confidence

interval MSE for single-inference network predictions is 40.546 ± 0.905 pixels2.

This size is sufficiently large enough to size the validation set for subsequent

analysis. An increase in dataset size only improves the confidence interval.
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